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4  |  EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Iowa Department of Legislative Services selected the team of OPN Architects, Inc. (OPN) 

and Shuck-Britson, Inc. (SBI) for this report to investigate and provide documentation, 

recommendations, and probable construction cost pertaining to the issues observed inside the 

Iowa State Capitol building at the four small domes. The four small domes are deteriorating 

similar to what was recorded and documented by OPN and Shuck-Britson at the main dome in 

2016. Restoration work on the main dome was complete in 2018.

General Description of Dome Configuration and Materials

The four domes are nearly identical to one another in configuration and materials. Each is 

approximately 80 feet high from the finial at the top to the dome base that generally aligns with 

the exterior cornice stone below the balustrades on the building exterior. 

The finial consists of three primary elements. The upper most is cast bronze and shaped to mimic 

that of the main dome with drooping flowers and decorative scroll-shaped brackets. Just below 

is the original copper globe gilded in 23-carat gold and supported by the final base, painted 

white, with eight decorative acroterion. Below the finial and above the lantern dome there is an 

open area where the finial is supported by eight cast bronze brackets, painted white. 

The lantern dome is segmented into eight equal sections divided by vertical ribs and gilded with 

23-carat gold. The lantern roof below the dome is painted copper and is decorated with eight 

acroterion that align with the dome ribs above and the lantern columns below. 

The lantern is comprised of eight arched top louvers separated by simple Tuscan style columns 

with ornately detailed capitols. The base below the louvers consists of a cornice decorated with 

acroterion aligned to the center of each louver above. Below this the shroud meets the main 

dome. All of the elements from the lantern dome to the primary dome below are copper, painted 

white.  

The primary dome is copper (unpainted) divided into 16 sections by vertical ribbing detail 

accentuated with a leaf motif gilded in gold. Round windows point to each of the cardinal 

directions (N, S, E, and W) and primary inter-cardinal directions (NE, NW, SE, and SW).

The dome is structurally supported by 16 radial steel ribs that span vertically from the multi-

wythe brick wall pavilion below at the spring line to the compression ring approximately 20 feet 

above. Flat masonry arches span between the radial ribs and support the copper dome roof. The 

masonry at the top of the dome is single wythe, or one brick thick, to the dome spring line. The 

brick structure then transitions within two horizontal courses from one wythe to three.  

Each dome is supported by a multi-wythe brick wall below the dome spring line. In plan, the 

walls resolve from the round dome above down to an octagonal shape, shorter walls on the inter-

cardinal directions with paired round topped windows facing the cardinal directions. The exterior 

urn and plinths are supported at these shorter wall lengths by a corbeled relieving arch at the 

two north domes and steel beams in the remaining south domes. 

Masonry anchor ties are visible throughout each dome from the previous project phases 7D and 

8 when the exterior stone was replaced. The dome floor consists of cast-iron beams with brick 

masonry arches spanning between each beam. The brick is one wythe thick throughout the span 

of the arch. This floor is supported by two exterior masonry walls and one interior masonry wall. 

The southwest dome floor has a concrete topping over the brick and steel structure. 

Unique Dome Conditions

Each dome provides an exhaust route for the restrooms within the building pavilion below.  

Interior access from the dome floor to the lantern above is by a steel rung ladder. For the three 

domes (SE, NE, and NW), this ladder is approximately 33-feet-high and transfers to a second 

ladder located within the vertical exhaust piping and continues to the bottom of the compression 

ring. 

The southwest dome is unique as it previously housed a fluid cooler,  removed around 1997. 

The cooler sat on a steel platform approximately 13 feet and 9 inches above the dome floor. The 

structure of the platform is bearing on the exterior dome walls and is still in place. Access to the 

lantern in this dome is from the platform, reducing the ladder height by approximately 14 feet. 

Summary of Previous Restoration Work

Phase 7D (1995) and 8 (1996)
• Phase 7D included work on the NW and NE domes while Phase 8 included the two south 

domes. Both of these phases included:

• Selective stone replacement of the light colored sandstone from Carrol County Missouri 
with Indiana limestone. Prior to these projects the dome pediment sandstone was 
exposed and had major surface erosion. The areas of this replacement included the four 
pediment end projecting stones, areas below the upper gutter line, the urn bases and 
urns. Copper cap flashing was added to protect the top surface of the pediment stones.

• Each lantern was removed and restored on the ground where conditions were more 
favorable. The copper was restored and painted with a high performance coating. The 
dome copper was restored and gilded with new 23 caret gold leaf. The existing louvers 
were allowing bulk water into the building and birds were able to enter the lantern and 
nest. These were replaced with new louvers, a mesh to prohibit birds from nesting and a 
back dam to help prevent water from entering the lantern during extreme weather events. 

• The built-up columns in the SW lantern were corroded and replaced with tube steel and 
a new base plate connection to the compression ring. The original steel remains in the 
other three lanterns. 

• The round dome windows were painted with non-high performance paint. The larger 
dome base windows were repainted in 2018. The dome windows above have not been 
repainted since the 1995-96 projects. 
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Dome Investigation Summary

Neither drawings nor specifications were available for review from the previous project phases 

mentioned (7D and 8). Scott Allen, having led those projects while at RDG, provided the time line 

and scope of work previously described. 

The team performed an exterior survey using crane access of the two west domes on October 

23 and 25. Des Moines, Iowa, received rain prior to and during our observations. This provided 

an opportunity to observe water leaks, areas of wet stone, and gutter and downspout flow. 

The team flew a drone on December 19 to observe the NE dome and January 9 for the SE dome 

to confirm if any unique and typical conditions were occurring. The information gathered during 

these two days provided confirmation that much of the issues seen on one dome was indeed 

affecting all. 

The interior brick is not accessible for hands-on inspection, except for at the platform landing 

in the SW dome. The team preformed hands-on inspection of each dome at the dome base and 

lantern level and visual inspection of the brick at all levels of the dome. 

Miscellaneous Observations

While performing survey work and observation for the four domes our team also observed other 

priority repairs and maintenance items important to maintaining the longevity of the building. 

These items were not included in the initial scope of work and are indicated as alternates in the 

statement of probable construction cost.  

Priority Repairs
• Address bulk leakage and condensation at the lantern level that is causing damage to the 

masonry dome below.

 ▫ Solution: Repair holes in the sheet metal cladding. Add drainage pan and weeps to 
collect condensation and direct back to the building exterior. Repair the damaged 
brick at the top of the dome from a new working platform. Repair and replace 
corroded steel secondary members. Clean and paint all steel and sheet metal 
cladding. At locations where the original cast-iron steel base plates are cracked, 
plate washers on existing bolts or additional bolts should be installed. Reinforce steel 
members with section loss.

• Perform repairs at the round dome windows.

 ▫ Solution: Remove, salvage, reinstall and repaint window with high performance 
paint to extend the life of the building. Modify window glass to an insulated unit to 
hinder condensation build up on the interior surface.  

• Perform waterproofing repairs to the copper sheet metal to address bulk leakage from 
the exterior gutters and pediment roofs. 

 ▫ Solution: Replace broken solder joints at seams. Install copper diverters at bottom 
edge of pediment roofs. Replace drain basket mesh in gutters with improved version 

that will not trap debris.  

• Correct dome access issues and OSHA requirements.

 ▫ Solution: Remove and replace existing steel tube, access ladders, wood planks, 
and intermediate platforms. Install new ladder and guard rail system to meet OSHA 
requirements with intermediate landing at the working platform. 

Maintenance Repairs

When the priority repairs are addressed above, the following maintenance repairs should also be 

completed during the same time frame while the scaffolding access is in place.

• Point deteriorated mortar joints at the dome canted bays, urns, scrolls and below the 
gutter line. 

• Resurface deteriorated sandstone and limestone in situ, primarily below the gutter line 
and the scrolls and plinth near the urns. 

Miscellaneous  Repairs

Address additional miscellaneous items in this priority:

• Replace heat trace to ensure ice dams and water infiltration do not create additional 
damage to the roof and building interior. Secure lightening protection clips to the roof 
and air terminals to prevent additional damage to the system. 

• Slope gutters and repair stone below gutter line. While scaffolding is in place for gutter 
work, restore windows at building recess location, repair downspouts and replace 
deteriorated stone at inside corners adjacent the downspouts. 

• Replace south and east skylights to protect the stain glass above the senate and grand 
stair below. 

• Complete stylobate repairs including resurfacing of deteriorated sandstone, point stone 
joints, repair copper at roof transitions and paint the windows, doors and vents with high 
performance coating. 
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EXTERIOR OBSERVATIONS

The four domes are nearly identical in configuration and materials. When indicating a unique condition to a specific dome, that 

information will be included in the building area under a unique header. 

Finial

The finial, the top most portion of the dome, overall was in fair condition at all four domes during our observations. The finial consists 

of three primary elements. The upper most is cast bronze and shaped to mimic that of the main dome with drooping flowers and 

decorative scroll shaped brackets while just below is the copper finial globe gilded with gold and supported by the final base, 

painted white, with eight decorative acroterion. Between the finial and the lantern dome below there is an open area where finial 

supported by eight cast bronze brackets.

• The paint finish at all four upper most finial details is at end of life, potential to compromise the architectural cast bronze 
detail elements (Photo 07).

• The gilding at the finial globe is deteriorated, with the pattern of the gilding squares showing through the gold leaf. The 
thinner sections of the dome are down to the primer layer. The grid outline pattern on the globe indicate, during installation, 
where the gilding square overlaps with the adjacent square (Photo 03).  

• The finial base, painted white, is in poor condition at all four domes with the paint deteriorating and fastener corrosion 
discoloring the base (Photo 06 and 08). 

• Paint is also compromised at the underside of the finial base at all fours domes allowing further corrosion of metal components. 
Metal is corroded with deterioration on the metal edge of the base plate and the connection to the case bronze brackets). 

• The SW finial has been hit by lightening, and the original architectural detail is compromised (Photo 04).

• The NE final base has a puncture in the roof allowing bulk water into the lantern (Photo 08). 

• The team observed open joints at the decorative acroterion on the finial base. These elements have open joints but do not 
allow water into the lantern and dome below as they are not part of the building envelope but purely decorative. The open 
joint does allow for metal deterioration of the acroterion itself (Photo 06).    

Lantern Dome

The lantern dome supports the finial above and is copper and divided into either segments at the cardinal and inter-cardinal 

directions. The dome terminates at the painted copper lantern roof that is decorated with acroterion that align with the dome ribs 

above and the lantern columns below. The dome was gilded, and the dome roof was painted during the projects in 1995 and 1996.

• The lantern dome was in good condition with the primary concern being the gilding that is at end of life on all four domes 
(Photo 03). 

• The 1995 and 1996 project phases 7D and 8 included sealing open joints and painting the exterior with high performance 
paint. 

• We observed the lantern roof in fair condition. Water ponding on the roof edge and deteriorated paint were seen on all four 
domes (Photo 05). 

• The copper is in good condition and pockmarked due to the many hail storms that have occurred over the life of the building. 

Finial

Lantern Dome

Lantern Dome

Lantern

Finial

Lantern Base (Shroud)

Dome

Dome Base
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Lantern

The lantern is comprised of eight arched top louvers separated by simple Tuscan style columns topped with ornately detailed 

capitols with scroll brackets supporting the lantern roof above. The base below consists of a detailed ring and cornice decorated 

again with acroterion aligned to the center of each louver. Below this the shroud meets the main dome. All these elements from the 

lantern dome to the primary dome below are copper, painted white. Work at this level during the previous phase 7E and 8 projects 

replaced the louvers sills , added mesh to prohibit the birds from nesting and a back dam to help prevent water from entering the 

lantern during extreme weather events. The lantern was painted with high performance paint. Observations at the lantern were 

consistent at each dome. 

• Paint loss and deterioration allowing for corrosion of fasteners and architectural detail components (Photo 09 and 11). 

• Heavy loss was see at the louver sill which is flat or pitched toward the building allowing for ponding and water intrusion 
(Photo 10 and 12). 

Lantern Base (Shroud)

The lantern base is a copper metal shroud, painted white, that provides the visual transition from the vertical lantern to the round 

dome shape. The overall condition of the exterior is fair with the primary issues being the paint which is toward its end of life. The 

copper is in good condition and pockmarked due to the many hail storms that have occurred over the life of the building. 

• Punctures and tears in the lantern base allowing water into the lantern and onto the interior brick of the dome below. These 
punctures are typically associated with locations of interior steel framing where fasteners are missing. This damage is 
common to all four domes.

Dome

The dome is copper (unpainted) divided into 16 sections by vertical ribbing detailed with a leaf motif gilded in gold. Eight round 

windows point to each of the cardinal directions (N, S, E, and W) and primary inter-cardinal directions (NE, NW, SE, and SW). 

Observations at the dome were consistent at each. 

• The gilding on the vertical ribbing was in good condition. 

• Open solder joints were observed at the horizontal and vertical connection at the top of the dome where the raised ribbing 
transitions to the dome (Photo 13).

• The dormer windows are in poor condition. The paint on the wood windows is missing in 90% of the sills exposing the wood 
to water infiltration (Photo 14). 

• The copper window sills are often flat or pitched toward the building allowing for more water to collect on at the wood 
window (Photo 14). 

• Open joints and exposed and corroded fasteners were observed at 50-60% of the window jambs (Photo 14 and 15). 

• Gilding at the window acroterion is deteriorated with some areas of metal corrosion (Photo 16).

• At the dome base, open punctures from nails allow water into the wall (Photo 17).
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Dome Base

The dome  base is square in plan with curved canted bays at the inter-cardinal directions. The primary exterior materials consist 

of delicately articulated stone details, copper flashings, and wood windows. At the cardinal directions the dome terminates into a 

copper topped limestone pediment and a copper lined gutter at the inter-cardinal directions. Decorative limestone acroterion adorn 

the pediment apex and ends. The recessed pediment insets are buff-colored sandstone. The entablature consists of limestone 

dentils, a smooth sandstone frieze, and limestone architrave that rests on engaged columns below. The cornice and entablature 

aligns with the horizontal stone banding that also runs under the copper gutter at the canted bay. The gutter downspout runs down 

the building face and terminates directly into the larger lower gutter below. The Corinthian column capitols are limestone with a 

rectangular shaped sandstone shaft and limestone base. The engaged columns are paired as they turn the corner at the canted bay. 

The bay terminates one-third of the way down the sandstone face at a limestone plinth that also serves as the base of a decorative 

limestone urn. An urn embellishes each of the four corners below the canted bay of the dome base. Below the urn a large sandstone 

plinth flanked by decorative scrolls complete the outside corners of the base. In addition, directly below the four pediments are 

paired round top wood windows detailed with arched stone tops and jambs.  Below the windows a large limestone base runs the 

entire perimeter of the dome and makes up the structure that supports the lower gutter below. Conditions at each dome were 

similar with a few exceptions noted below. 

• Selective stone replacement of the light colored sandstone from Carrol County, Missouri, with Indiana limestone. Areas of 
this replacement included the four pediment end projecting stones, areas below the upper gutter line, urn base, urn's dome 
base and lower gutter stone. 

• The exterior of the wood windows were painted in 2018, but the dormer windows were not completed in this project. 

• The limestone at the pediment ends is wet, with efflorescence on the face of the stone (Photos 18 and 20). This was 
consistent to varying degrees at each pediment of all four domes. 

• Sealant in some location is the only barrier to allowing water to wet the pediment stones below. This sealant is past its 
lifespan and is cracked or missing in many locations (Photos 26).

• The corner acroterion of each pediment is being exposed to roof runoff, causing copper staining on the stone and maintaining 
a high moisture content within the stone (Photo 23 and 24). This condition is typical. 

• Open solder joints were observed at approximately 30 to 40% of the pediment cap and copper gutter (Photo 27 and 28). 

• Wet limestone was observed below the primary gutter. These locations typically coordinate with open solder joints in the 
copper gutter liner (Photo 21, 29 and 34) and downspout locations. When water is held in the gutter and not diverted 
downward open joints in the gutter can cause more severe damage to the stone over time. Some of this moisture has 
transferred to the more porous sandstone below. Areas of surface loss were observed in these stones.

• The upper copper gutter above each canted bay was observed to be full of water. The level of standing water varied from 1  
to 3 inches (Photo 30 and 31). While in the crane on the west side of the building, the team pulled a few baskets to verify their 
condition and confirm the basket was preventing the flow of water as opposed to a clog in the downspout. Each downspout 
grill basket observed was coated in sediment and bird debris prohibiting the free flow of water (Photo 32). 

• Open stone joints of approximately 20% were observed typically at the pediment ends, below the gutter and around the 
windows (Photos 22 and 43). 

• The sandstone urn base was observed with varying degrees of deterioration with the most forward face suffering the most 
loss. This stone is falling directly into the gutter becoming a catch point for other debris and hindering the flow of water 
(Photo 36, 37 and 38).
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• Areas of secondary surface loss were found in areas of sandstone. These stones are hollow sounding meaning deterioration 
is behind the face of the stone (Photo 40 and 42).

• The sweeping stone above the scroll detail had stone loss consistent at all locations. Staining on the stone indicate snow, 
ice, and water settle in this area causing the deterioration. 

• The capstone behind urn on the northeast side of the northeast dome has heaved and broken into separate pieces allowing 
water to infiltrate the building and joints adjacent to deteriorate (Photo 33 and 35).

• The gutters at the base of each pavilion were full of water. Debris has collected throughout slowing the flow of water. In many 
locations the slope was observed to be higher than the downspout causing water to pool. Areas that should be high, typically 
at an expansion joint, were observed filled with debris indicating they are not high enough nor the slope appropriate to move 
the water toward the downspouts (Photos 46, 47 and 48). 

Lantern Dome
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INTERIOR OBSERVATIONS

The four domes are nearly identical in configuration and materials. When indicating a unique condition to a specific dome, that 

information will be included in the building area under a unique header. 

Lantern Dome

The lantern dome is comprised of eight columns and radial angles that extend above the dome compression ring to form and support 

the lantern. These columns extend up to a bracing ring at the top of the lantern and support the lantern dome. The lantern dome is 

only accessible through climbing and hoisting oneself into the space from the lantern area below. The lantern dome and lantern area 

below are not separated. 

• The underside of the lantern dome copper roof is visible (Photos 49, 50 and 53). There is no diaphragm support or secondary 
waterproofing membrane behind or under the metal roofing. The sheet metal is secured via soldered clips to the steel 
structure. 

• At the top of the lantern dome is a circular vent (Photo 49) with a mesh screen. In each dome the screen appeared intact and 
is a smaller hatch pattern than the screen at the louvers below. 

• The existing interior steel is unpainted, with the exception of the SW dome. This steel is rusting in all domes and through 
the paint coating in the SW. The paint is at end of life and areas not painted need this coating to protect the steel members. 

• The interior of the lantern dome in fair condition with evidence of condensation build-up (Photo 53). 

• In the SE dome daylight penetrates through the copper (Photo 49) allowing water infiltration into the lantern. 

• Water stains and surface corrosion on steel framing elements, but no other obvious signs of damage from water-related 
deterioration. No daylight  observable through the copper metal closures.  

Lantern

The lantern consists of eight louvers and eight columns. Typical to each dome, five of the louvers are sealed with sheet metal while 

the remaining three are sealed with 1/2 inch by 1/2 inch wire mesh (Photo 61). Below the louvers is a segmented metal back pan. 

This pan extends to the building exterior and makes up the louver sill. 

• Exterior observations indicate this sill is pitched toward the lantern (Photos 10 and 12) allowing water to enter and collect 
in the back pan. Evidence of water intrusion, dirt and debris were observed in each dome lantern level (Photos 62). We 
observed evidence of water overflowing the back pan as well as through the compromised segment joints (Photo 64). 

• Surface rust and corrosion was observed on the steel columns (Photo 51, 53 and 55).

• The SW lantern columns were replaced and painted as part of the 1996 Phase 8 project. In areas with no paint surface rust 
and  corrosion were observed.
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Lantern Base

The lantern base is an enclosed ring between the lantern level with the louvers and the main dome structure.  Eight columns support 

the lantern frame and are attached to the compression ring at the top of the dome by steel plates. The compression ring is the 

primary structural components at the top of the dome where all the radial dome ribs connect. Between the columns   above this 

compression ring are steel cross bracing members. Secondary steel members span from the back side of these eight columns 

outward at an angle of approximately 30 degrees and support the copper roof. The underside of the lantern base copper roof is 

visible (Photos 51 and 53).  There is not a diaphragm support or secondary waterproofing membrane behind or under the metal 

roofing. The top surface of the dome brick vault is visible from this space. Each lantern base condition of the building pavilion is 

unique to the specific dome. 

• The lantern base of each dome has similar amounts of corrosion and surface rust on the steel cross bracing members and 
secondary framing. As the secondary steel rusts the fasteners through them holding the copper skin give way and fall out. 
The holes to the outside are easily viewable with the back-lighting from outside and occur in each dome (Photo 51).  

• Water is being funneled from the lantern area above down the center of each composite column (Photo 60). Water and debris 
then collect at the base of the column. The debris allows for the water to remain nestled between the structural members 
causing corrosion. Evidence of increased corrosion and deteriorating steel at the base of these eight columns (Photo 55).

• Condensation and frost were observed on the inside face at the outer edges of the copper roof. 

• Large amounts of debris is present in the lower reaches of the lantern base residing directly above the brick. The debris 
consisted of brick deterioration, paint chips, rusty steel, trash, and bird droppings/nests.

Northwest, Northeast and Southeast Lantern Base 

The original riveted connections between the structure of the lantern and compression ring have been replaced with steel 

bolts. 

Southwest Lantern Base

The SW landing dome has a steel plate landing. There is no direct access to the lantern from the lantern base. Metal enclosure 

panels must be removed to access the space above. Although more enclosed, this space is not thermally separated from the 

dome below. The main structure of the lantern was replaced with steel tube due to section lost in of the members with the 

exterior phase in 1998. The base of this structure connects back to the original compression ring with steel bolts.

 ▫ Evidence of birds nesting in the southwest lantern base (Photo 57). 

 ▫ The team observed a large hole in the steel compression ring (Photo 54). 

 ▫ Multiple punctures through the roof a were seen in the lantern base allowing water to infiltrate the lantern and dome 
below. 

 ▫ The painted steel columns had evidence of condensation build up with streaking on their surface.
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Dome Interior 

Each dome is  dome is supported by 16 radial steel ribs that span vertically from the multi-wythe brick at the spring line to the 

compression ring. The steel ribs are supported by a series of five steel plate tension rings that visually divide the brick vertically and 

provide lateral support to the steel ribs.  Flat brick masonry arches span between the ribs and support the exterior copper dome 

roof. The masonry at the top of the dome is single wythe, or one brick thick, the entire height of the dome (approximately 20 feet) 

and then transitions from one wythe to three and then five to the vertical walls below. The steel exhaust drum is supported at the 

base of the dome by plate steel beams that bear on the multi-wythe brick wall of the dome base. The area below the dome spring 

line is covered by the proceeding dome base section. Round dormer windows with single pane glass face each of the cardinal and 

inter-cardinal directions. The windows are intersected horizontally in half with the first tension ring and brick covers the upper half 

of each window from the interior. General observations of the dome interior include:

• Evidence of water infiltration and brick deterioration below the round dormer windows (Photo 66). 

• Brick debris on the floor of each dome (Photo 74). 

Northeast Dome  
• Significant brick face loss, approximately 80% of the surface, within the topmost band of the dome. 

• Other ares of loss are concentrated below the round dormer windows and along the vertical structural ribs (Photo 69). 
Efflorescence often accompanies areas of face loss.  Areas below the top band including the windows consist of 
approximately 10 to 15% brick face loss.

Northwest  Dome
• Brick face loss concentrated within the topmost band of the dome and long the vertical steel ribs, particularly on the 

southwest side. Brick face loss at the top band is approximately 60 to 70%, with the lower four bands at around 10%.  

• Efflorescence often accompanies areas of face loss.  

Southeast  Dome
• Brick face loss concentrated within the top band of the dome at approximately 20 to 30% loss and loss at the second band 

around 20%  and minimal loss at the lower three bands around 10%. 

• Face loss is also along the vertical steel ribs with consistent water streaking. The deterioration does not appear to favor one 
side of the dome. Efflorescence ofter accompanies areas of face loss. 

Southwest  Dome
• Significant brick face loss, approximately 95% of the surface, within the topmost band of the dome (Photo 65). Minimal 

loss at the other lower four bands around 10%. Brick face loss concentrated along the vertical steel ribs, particularly on the 
Southeast side. Scattered brick face loss at the lowest band of dormer windows. 

• High amounts of condensation with areas wet and streaking on the NE side and starting to dry on the SW (Photo 67). Outside 
air temperature was 31 degrees at 10 a.m. during observation.
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Dome Base 

Each dome is  dome is supported by a multi-wythe brick wall below the dome spring line. This wall is approximately 8-wythe thick. 

The walls resolve from the round dome above down to an octagonal shape, shorter walls on the inter-cardinal directions with paired 

round toped windows facing the cardinal directions. The exterior urn and plinth are supported at these shorter wall lengths by a 

corbeled relieving arch in the north domes and steel beams in the south domes. Masonry anchors ties are visible throughout each 

dome from the previous project phases 7D and 8 when the exterior sandstone was replaced with limestone. The dome floor consists 

of cast-iron beams with brick masonry arches spanning between each beam. The brick is one wythe thick at the apex of the arch. 

This floor is supported by two exterior masonry walls and one interior masonry wall. The southwest dome floor has a concrete 

topping over the brick and steel structure. General observations of the dome interior include:

• Evidence of water infiltration through the multi-wythe brick wall corresponding with the exterior gutter locations at the 
primary inter-cardinal directions (NE, NW, SE, and SW).  deterioration below the round dormer windows. 

• Brick debris on the floor of each dome. 

• In areas throughout the four domes one wythe of brick at the interior window sills appears to have been removed during the 
restoration projects in 1995 and 1996. 

Further observations of the conditions of the dome interior is specific to each and discussed below. 

Northeast Dome 
• There is no thermostat in this dome. It was notably warmer than the NW and SW domes, the team did not have a thermostat 

during these observations but believe the temperature to be around 80 degrees. 

• Brick face loss, approximately 10% of the surface, with areas concentrated below the round toped windows and 
corresponding with the exterior gutter locations (Photo 68). Additional areas align with the pediment roof above the round 
top windows. 

• Efflorescence often accompanies areas of face loss.  

Northwest  Dome

• There is no thermostat in this dome, but a temperature dial that read 60 degrees on the day of observation. 

• Brick face loss, approximately 10 to 15% of the surface, with areas concentrated below the round toped windows and corre-

sponding with the exterior gutter locations. Additional areas align with the pediment roof above the round top windows. 

• Efflorescence often accompanies areas of face loss.  

Southeast  Dome
• There is no thermostat in this dome. It was notably warmer than the Northwest and Southwest domes. The team did not 

have a thermostat during these observations but believe the temperature to be around 80 degrees, similar to the Northeast 
dome. 

• Brick face loss, approximately 20 to 30% of the surface, with areas concentrated below the round toped windows. Ares 
also correspond with the exterior gutter locations, with brick loss being below the gutter and until the exterior limestone cap 
stone below the urn. Additional areas of loss align with the pediment roof above the round top windows. 

• Efflorescence often accompanies areas of face loss. 

• Large stepped crack in the brick at the northwest lintel to the dome floor. 
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Southwest  Dome
• There is no thermostat in this dome. The space is open to the adjacent attic environment so the temperature could potentially 

70 degrees, the same as the attic. 

• Brick face loss, approximately 10 to 15% of the surface, with areas concentrated below the round toped windows and also 
correspond with the exterior gutter locations, with brick loss being below the gutter and until the exterior limestone cap 
stone below the urn. Additional areas align with the pediment roof above the round top windows. 

• Efflorescence often accompanies areas of face loss.  

• The team observed evidence of condensation on the round top window sills (Photo 75). 
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Lantern Access (from Dome Interior)

Each of the four domes have unique access configurations with the SW varying greatly from the other three. The following description 

is for the ladder access typical for the other three domes, with any unique conditions noted below. 

Access is via a steel rung ladder ascends the center of the dome to approximately 33 feet above the dome floor. The ladder is 

supported from steel beams at the dome floor and a large steel exhaust tube (Photo 74). The exhaust tube is obsolete; its only 

function is to provide support for these ladders within the domes (Photo 78). There is no cage around this ladder, but there is a single 

cable for use with a fall arrest device. The ladder has square rungs that are smooth and lack anti-slip coatings or grooves. At 33-feet 

above the dome floor there is a transfer from the exterior of the steel exhaust tube to the interior. This mid-way transfer occurs at an 

access door that allows the climber inside to a small landing within the tube. The exhaust tube is approximately 5 feet in diameter. 

The tube serves as a well, defined as a permanent complete enclosure around a fixed ladder, which is attached to the walls of the 

well. This second section of ladder, within the exhaust duct, varies in length at each dome from 20 feet to 27 feet depending on the 

location withing the lantern the ladder terminates.

• The fall arrest system is out-of-date and not currently recognized by OSHA. 

• The well does not meet OSHA standards. Wells, per OSHA requirements, may only have a maximum of 30 inches clear from 
face of the ladder and be free of obstacles. There are multiple obstacles a climber must avoid on the way up the second 
ladder, including sprinkler pipes and obsolete exhaust ducts.

Northeast Dome 

Access to the NE dome from the attic is through doors in the HVAC ventilation shaft. The ladder ascends to the access hatch at 

the midway landing. The midway landing is a steel grate floor supported by steel tubes. The upper landing is a steel grate floor 

supported by steel tubes on top of the compression ring.

• The transfer at the midpoint into the steel tube is difficult and dangerous as the hatch is approximately 34 inches above the 
stopping point on the ladder rungs. 

• The tube supports at the upper landing are not connected and do not make full contact around to the compressions ring.

• There is no ladder to access the upper lantern dome, to inspect these areas a individual must climb via the steel framing.

Northwest Dome 

Access to the northwest dome from the attic is through doors in the HVAC ventilation shaft. The first ladder, from the dome floor 

to the mid-way transfer, is offset as opposed to centered on the steel exhaust tube. The mid-way landing is a steel pan supported 

by the steel exhaust tube. No upper landing exists in this dome, instead a temporary plywood landing is in place supported by the 

steel exhaust tube approximately at the compression ring level. A wood folding ladder is on this platform to reach the upper parts 

of the lantern (Photo 77).  

• Ladder access to the lantern in this dome is hazardous as there is no fall arrest system. 

• The offset in the ladder to the steel tube make the mid-point transfer difficult as an individual must move sideways through 
the access door. 

• The wood platform supported by 2 by 12 inch wood framing is hazardous.

• Debris was observed on the mid-level platform which is rusted and has indications of moisture.
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Southeast Dome 

Access to the SE dome from the attic is through doors in the HVAC ventilation shaft. The ladder ascends to the access door at the 

midway landing (Photo 79). The access door at this transition is larger than the other three domes. The midway landing is a diamond 

plate floor supported by steel tubes. The upper ladder passes the compression with to a steel diamond plate floor located at the 

bottom of the lantern louvers and supported by tube steel.

• The non-grated floors in this location are not ideal because they retain debris and moisture that cause rusting to the floor 
structure.  

Southwest Dome 

Access to the SW dome from the attic is through and open corridor from the attic. The attic space and dome are not thermally 

separated. The SW dome floor has been topped with concrete to create a uniform surface.  Access to the lantern is first via a stair to 

a mezzanine level approximately 14’-9” above the dome floor. This mezzanine level was the location for the old fluid cooler that was 

removed around 1997. The steel rung ladder to the lantern is supported from this mezzanine level and enters the steel exhaust tube 

at approximately 20 feet up from the mezzanine floor. The ladder continues up past the compression ring to a steel plate landing as 

the louver level. There is no intermediate midway landing or transition in this dome. To access the lantern area above this landing, 

the sheet metal must be removed (Photo 76). This space above, from the lantern louvers to the vent at the top of the lantern dome, 

is not thermally separated from the areas below.

• The non-grated floors in this location are not ideal because they retain debris and moisture that cause rusting to the floor 
structure. 

• The ladder rungs are not continuous above the louvers making it difficult to transfer to the upper landing. 
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STRUCTURAL OBSERVATIONS

Shuck-Britson, Inc. (SBI) completed the inspection and structural evaluation of the four corner 

domes at the State Capitol in Des Moines, Iowa.  No testing was performed.  No observations of 

items other than those identified here were performed.  The extent of the observations made are 

as identified here only. The purpose of our inspection/evaluation was to determine the following:

• Identify the small dome framing system. 

• Evaluate the framing condition and determine adequacy to support superimposed loads.

• Identify required dome repairs and propose a construction means and method sequence 

that could complete the repairs.

On November 14, 2019, and January 3, 2020, SBI met with representatives from OPN 

Architects to review the condition of the structural framing system and discuss potential repair 

methods and the challenges they provide.

The four small domes consist of the following components (Each dome has slight variations, 

however the general structural concepts remain uniform throughout):

Dome Floor

The floors below the small domes consisted of two sets of wrought-iron beams at approximately 

4-feet and 9-inches spacing with brick masonry arches spanning between the flanges of each 

beam. The floors are supported by two exterior masonry walls and one interior masonry wall 

(Photo 74). The SW dome floor differs from the other floors in that it has a concrete topping over 

the structure, as well as a steel platform placed approximately 15 feet above the floor level.

Dome Base and Dome

The small domes are supported by 16 wrought-iron radial ribs. These ribs span vertically along 

the dome from the 5-wythe masonry wall to the circular wrought-iron compression ring. The 

height of the dome from the spring line to the compression ring is approximately 20 feet (Photo 

66 and 71). Flat masonry arches span between the wrought-iron ribs and are supported on the 

flange of the ribs with alternating brick spacers. Masonry below the radial rib bearing consists 

of five or more wythe of masonry. The masonry reduces to three and two wythe sections within 

3’0” above the dome spring line. For the remainder of the dome, a single wythe of masonry spans 

between the ribs up to the top of the compression ring (Photo 65 and 69). The wrought-iron ribs 

are laterally supported periodically by four steel plate tension rings, which are located inside 

of the brick masonry.  All original wrought-iron and cast-iron connections are either riveted 

or bolted throughout the structure (Photos 50 through 52). Half of the wrought-iron ribs are 

braced at their bearing points with steel plate tension ties that span across the dome to the 

opposite wrought-iron rib (Photos 51,and 52). Hangers extend down from the wrought-iron ribs 

to support the lantern access shaft.  The shaft is made from steel sheet and stabilized laterally 

with ties at the compression ring and at the tension ties across the dome (Photos 49 and 51). 

Access to the lantern is provided by a vertical steel ladder that extends directly below the center 

of the dome with an intermediate landing part-way up (Photos76 through 79).

Lantern

Eight columns and radial angles extend above each dome compression ring to form the lantern 

structures (Photos 50 and 51). Three of the four lantern landings consist of steel plates or 

grating supported by tube steel (Photo 76). The NW lantern landing consists of 2-by-12 framing 

and plywood (Photos 77). The lantern columns extend up to a braced ring at the top of the 

lantern to support the lantern dome.  All original framing is composed of wrought-iron or cast-

iron steel in the SE, northwest and northeast lanterns. The entire lantern structure in the SW 

dome was replaced with tube steel in 1997. Access to the lantern floor is provided by a vertical 

steel ladder except at the southwest dome which has been closed off with sheet metal panels.

Lantern Dome

The lantern domes are supported by 8 wrought-iron radial ribs.  The radial ribs extend from the 

braced ring at the top of the lantern to a wrought-iron compression ring at the top of the lantern 

dome. Purlins span between radial ribs which support the copper sheeting that forms the lantern 

dome. The top compression ring also supports the decorative finial which extends above the 

lantern dome (Photos 49 and 50).
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Based on our site visit and evaluation of the existing conditions we make the following 

conclusions and recommendations:

Dome Floor

• The floors below the domes appeared to be in fair condition. Ensure the floors are not 

damaged from falling materials, excessive/improperly placed constructions loads, etc. 

Dome
• The exposed areas of the wrought-iron ribs appeared to be in fair condition.  Areas of the 

ribs covered by masonry could not be observed.

• The masonry flat arch domes exhibited areas with significant deterioration that require 
masonry repairs.  Most of the masonry in the upper 5 feet of the domes had significant 
deterioration from moisture penetration.  Areas below the round portal windows and the 
larger windows below showed signs of deterioration and efflorescence from moisture 
penetration. Remove and replace all deteriorated masonry. The source of moisture 
should be repaired to prevent further damage.

• The exposed areas of the wrought-iron compression ring appeared to be in fair condition 
at the NW, NE, and SE domes.  All bolts and rivets connected to the hangers or ribs 
appeared to be solid and intact. The SW compression ring had significant section loss 
at the top plate and should be reinforced with new plates and bolts. All compression ring 
steel should be cleaned and painted.

Lantern

• Exposed areas of lantern columns appeared to be in fair condition with the exception of 
several base plates which had cracked corners (Photo 52). At locations where the original 
cast-iron steel base plates are cracked, plate washers on existing bolts or additional 
bolts should be installed.  All exposed rivets and bolts were solid and intact. 

• The lantern columns at the NW, NE, and SE domes had a considerable amount of debris 
inside of the columns up to 3 feet in height. This has led to moisture retention and 
corrosion inside of the columns. The debris should be removed, and the inside of the 
columns cleaned of any corrosion.  

• The lantern floor framing members appeared to be in fair condition at the northeast and 
southeast domes. 

• The wrought-iron and steel framing in the lantern should be cleaned and painted. 

• The lantern floor at the NW dome was constructed of wood and is loosely in place with 
an insufficient opening. The floor should be removed and replaced with a steel grating 
floor system.

• The SW dome has no lantern floor present. A floor should be constructed with a steel 
grating floor system.

Lantern Dome

• The steel sheet shaft and steel ladders that provide access to the lanterns from the dome 
floor appear to be in fair condition at all four domes. 

• The openings at the intermediate landings for the NW and NE domes need to be modified 
for safe access, and the openings should be reinforced upon modification. 

• The intermediate landing at the NW dome is insufficient in size and should be replaced 
with a landing that covers the entire shaft opening.

Access to Repairs

We propose that access be provided to the masonry arches with lightweight scaffolding and 

limited material staging, supported by the existing masonry walls. The existing dome floor 

structure is capable of supporting a light live load suitable for pedestrian traffic only to avoid 

cracking drywall in the ceilings below. The scaffolding can be placed upon wide flange steel 

beams that span between the exterior and interior masonry walls at the NW, NE, and SE domes. 

At the SW dome, the scaffolding may be placed upon the existing raised platform previously 

used to support an old chiller unit, with additional steel beams supported off of the exterior 

masonry walls to provide full coverage. All materials would come through the large round top 

windows below the dome. Floor and scaffolding loading would be limited to stay within allowable 

stress ranges. The brick floor arches should be protected from any falling objects or loads 

greater than 300 pounds.

This concludes our evaluation report for the small capitol domes at the Iowa State Capitol in 

Des Moines, Iowa. The level of damage and deterioration in the small domes is limited, but 

present. Actions taken at this time will be much more economical as opposed to waiting until 

structural deficiency is eminent and repairs are costly and time consuming. 
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MISCELLANEOUS OBSERVATIONS

While preforming survey work and observation of the four domes, our team also observed other 

priority repairs and maintenance items important to the maintaining the longevity of the building. 

These items were not included in the initial scope of work and are indicated as alternates in the 

statement of probable construction cost. 

Stylobate Stone

The stylobate is located in the center of the building and provides the transition from main  

standing seam roof below to the main dome above. The stylobate walls, comprised of brick 

structure and buff colored limestone exterior, provide the structural support for the main dome. 

The upper stylobate roof is a foreshortened octagon shape with each corner canted at 45 

degrees and covered in flat-lock copper (Refer to roof plan). Maintenance repairs were to this 

upper roof were completed in 2018. The roof at these corners are the transition to the lower roof  

and  stepped down to join with the balustrade walls that line the standing roof perimeter. The 

top of the stones in each corner is clad in copper with a copper drip edge and sealant joint. Two 

smaller pitched roofs are located east and west of the upper stylobate roof (Photo 81). These 

are approximately 3-feet, 6-inches lower than the roof above. Step flashing let into the stone 

provides the transition from this lower standing seam copper roof to the upper stylobate walls. 

• The team observed failed sealant at all locations along the stylobate. These include the 
roof transition to stone at the canted bays (Photo 86), the step flashing at the standing 
seam roof (Photo 87) as well as at the upper stylobate roof, areas around windows and 
vents at the main stylobate walls (Photos 89 and 91) and the perimeter of the upper 
stylobate roof. 

• Areas around the transition from the lower stylobate roof to the sanding seam are tearing 
apart with filed pop rivets and open solder joints (Photo 90). In general, all other areas of 
the copper at the stylobate was in good condition. 

• The stone that makes up the exterior walls of the stylobate and in turn support the dome 
above are heavily weathered (Photos 82 and 86). Open mortar joints of approximately 
75%, failed areas of stone patching compound, stone face loss and deterioration prevail 
around the stylobate (Photos 85 through 88). 

• The stone in the area below the canted roof has areas of efflorescence and opened joints 
at the flashing into the stone maybe causing water to infiltrate into the system causing 
the minerals to leech outward (Photo 84).  

• It was reported to the team that water is entering the attic from open joints and failed 
step flashing at the northeast and northwest corners. 

• The paint at the windows, doors and vents around the stylobate has failed, leaving bare 
wood exposed to the elements (Photos 89 and 91). 

Skylights

Each major standing seam roof section has a skylight. These provide natural light for the large 

stain glass ceilings below. 

• Both the south and east skylights have areas of glazing where the seals have failed 
diminishing the thermal protection the gas that filled the glass provided (Photo 93 and 
94). The aluminum frame is blown apart, likely due to water entering the system and then 
freezing. 

• The team observed two locations, one at the south and east, where the glass has broken 
allowing water to enter the building (Photo 95 and 96).

• The east skylight was installed as part of Phase 5 in 1988 while the south was installed 
in 1983 as part of Phase 1. 

Lightning  Protection

The lightning protection cables run continuously from the upper dome, down the roof and behind 

the gutter downspouts to a grounding field on the building site. These cables are also run to 

air terminals, vertical solid copper spikes approximately 14-inches tall, that provide coverage 

to parts of the building the upper dome does not protect. These cables are attached via a flat 

plate that is silicone adhered to the building surface and the cable is then thread through an 

overlapping clip. 

• The team observed failed attachments from the flat plate to the building where the 
silicone had failed. Many of these locations correspond to areas where ice build up has 
occurred pulling down the cable during its freeze/thaw cycles (Photo 92). 

• In some locations the air terminals, which must be upright, have fallen down or are bent. 

Recess Windows

The building recessed include large segmented round toped windows on the second floor that 

illuminate the  double height spaces of the house and senate chambers. The first floor windows 

are double hung round topped and provide natural light to the old supreme court chambers, the 

governors office and other government departments. 

• While in the crane bucket, the team observed the paint on these windows, both the first 
and second floors. Paint at each level is deteriorating or missing with bare wood exposed 
on all horizontal surfaces. In addition, fasteners at the vertical mullions are deteriorated 
(Photos 109 and 111).  

Gutters and downspouts

The gutters of the main roof are copper and approximately 16 inches wide. The gutter profile and 

slope is determined by the stone below. The liner over the stone is composed of three copper 

sections. The upper section ties in beneath the standing seam roof (or stone joint in some 

locations). The primary section is the gutter liner sloped to divert water to the downspouts. This 

liner then connects to a stone cap flashing and drip edge on the front face of the stone.  Soldered 

joints make connections between segments of gutter elements and horizontal runs. 

• The solder joints at inside and outside corners of the gutter cap and drip edge are torn 
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open (Photo 100). 

• Approximately 50% of the solder joints in the gutters are open with the worst area being 
above the southwest recess. Wet stone was observed below the gutter line as a result of 
the open joints in the gutter. Continues exposure to water and freeze and thaw cycles will 
deteriorate the stone below (photos 97, 101, 102 and 104). 

• All gutter sections were observed with standing water (Photos 97 and 98). Much of this 
water was a result of clogged downspouts and drainage baskets (Photo 98 and 99). 
During the time frame of observations, those clogs were removed. Afterward, inspection 
confirmed the gutter does not have appropriate slope to the downspouts creating areas 
of pooling water. The slope is assumed to be approximately 1/8-inch per foot.  The shape 
and slope of the gutter is determined by the gutter stone below, which is cut to make the 
gutter form. 

• The gutter is minimally sloped at approximately 1/8-inch per foot of length. In addition, 
many area exist where the slope is in the wrong direction, away from the gutter downspout 
creating areas of standing water. Standing water, snow and ice in the gutter can further 
deteriorate the system. As water pools the reliance on sound solder joints is critical as an 
open joints can expose the stone below to significant amounts of water.  

• Observations of the primary gutters revealed areas of standing water, debris and open 
solder joints. 

Stone at downspouts

The building has 16 primary copper gutter downspouts, 8-inches in diameter, that run from the 

main gutter down to below grade anywhere from 90- to 110-feet in length. Due to the length, 

they are susceptible to freezing and backing up in the cold Iowa winter months. A heat trace 

loop is in each downspout to help prevent this freezing from occurring. The copper downspouts 

were replaced with respective projects depending on their location. The time frames generally 

range from 1983 to 1988. Although the downspout vertical runs are in fair condition, they 

have not been maintained over the years. Much of the deterioration that has occurred from not 

being maintained is the stone adjacent the downspouts. The downspouts, as they fill with water, 

have overflowed as the connection are slip connections that do not prevent water exiting the 

downspouts when the flow comes from below. 

• Within the west building recess, the team observed stone that is heavily deteriorated 
(Photos 103, 105 through 108).

• Open joints were observed at the slip connections of the copper downspout. Although 
okay in a functioning open downspout, they do not provide a seal when the downspout 
is full of water. 

Heat Trace

The primary roof, gutters and downspouts all contain heat trace. This cable provides heat during 

the winter months to melt ice and snow build up to prevent ice dams. These dams can damage 

the roof and gutters through the freeze and thaw cycles of the ice and snow. 

• Evidence of damage due to inactive heat trace cables have been observed on the roof 
and in the building interior. The cable system used has a typical lifespan of 7-10 years. 
The heat trace cables at the Iowa State Capitol are an average of 20 years old, well past 
their expected lifespan. 

Priorities to Miscellaneous Repairs

Address additional miscellaneous items in this priority:

• Replace heat trace to ensure ice dams and water infiltration do not create additional 
damage to the roof and building interior. Secure lightening protection clips to the roof 
and air terminals to prevent additional damage to the system. 

• Slope gutters and repair stone below gutter line. While scaffolding is in place for gutter 
work, restore windows at building recess location, repair downspouts and replace 
deteriorated stone at inside corners adjacent the downspouts. 

• Replace south and east skylights to protect the stain glass above the senate and grand 
stair below. 

• Complete stylobate repairs including resurfacing of deteriorated sandstone, point 
stone joints, repair copper at roof transitions and paint the windows, doors and vents 
with high performance coating. 
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AR C H I T E C T S
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NOT TO SCALE
ROOF PLAN - GUTTER

AR C H I T E C T S

MONITOR PLATFORM BARRICADE PROPOSED DETAILS
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT 01/07/20
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PHOTO 03: Gilding at end of life with pattern of gilding squares and primer showing through the 
gold. Open joint in copper seam allowing water into the dome. 

PHOTO 04: Lightning strike damage to the finial of the SW dome. 

PHOTO 01: Aerial view of Iowa State Capitol’s west elevation. PHOTO 02: Overall view of the SW dome. Each of the small domes serve the building by providing 
exhaust air locations through louvers facing the roof portion of the building.
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PHOTO 07: Paint finish at end of life, potential to compromise the  architectural cast bronze 
detail elements.

PHOTO 06: Paint deterioration and fastener corrosion causing discoloration on the finial base.  PHOTO 05: Water pooling on the base of lantern dome. Gilding at end of life with pattern of 
gilding squares and primer showing through the gold.

PHOTO 08: Puncture hole in finial base of NE dome. Major paint loss and deterioration on 
acroterions.
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PHOTO 11: Large areas of paint loss and metal corrosion. 

PHOTO 09: Openings in sheet metal soffit above columns. Paint deterioration and fastener 

corrosion causing discoloration on the lantern. 

PHOTO 10: Exterior view of the lantern louvers. Sheet metal below louvers has a high point at 
steel support ring below, and then slopes back inward toward lantern. 

PHOTO 12: View lantern louver sill pitched inward allowing water toward the building. Paint 
failure is worse here from increase exposure to water.
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PHOTO 15: Open joints and penetrations at the round dome windows. This is typical at all four 
small domes. 

PHOTO 16: Gilding at end of life, bare copper and primer showing through the gold.

PHOTO 13: Open joint at ribbing and dome transition, typical at each rib. PHOTO 14: Open joints, wood and paint deterioration at the round dome windows allowing wood 
to be exposed. Evidence of water build-up at the window sill. Conditions are typical all four small 
domes.
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PHOTO 19: Open joint on the top of dormer window on the Northwest dome. 

PHOTO 17: Fasteners being pushed out and allowing water to penetrate the brick wall system 
beyond. 

PHOTO 20: Stone below the pediment is wet due to open joints in the standing seam roof, 

proximity of the acroterion to flowing water form the roof and open seams between the transition 

from the dome to this roof.  

PHOTO 18: Stone below the pediment is wet, and the gutter beyond has standing water. Open 
solder joints noted above the stone at this location.
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PHOTO 23: Potential diverter location behind the acroterion to direct water to the gutter as 

opposed to the corner wetting and staining the stone. Wet stone will deteriorate over time.

PHOTO 24: View copper runoff (dark green staining) below acroterion. 

PHOTO 21: Wet and heavily deteriorated with open mortar joints stone below the dome gutter 

above. The gutter above is holding water as the downspouts is plugged with debris. Stained 

stone with open mortar joints at the corner acroterion. 

PHOTO 22: Close up view of open mortar joints and efflorescence at pediment end due to 

excess of moisture trapped in stone.
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PHOTO 27: Open solder joint at pediment roof allowing water to affect the stone below and brick 

structure beyond.

PHOTO 28: Open solder joint at pediment roof allowing water to affect the stone below and brick 

structure beyond.

PHOTO 26: Large open joint behind center acroterion above pediment.PHOTO 25: The copper pediment roof has many solder joints where the circular dome connects 

with the ridge line. Snow and ice is prone to collect at these joints where even small cracks in 

solder can lead to a lot of moisture infiltration.
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PHOTO 31: Typical upper gutter downspout basket - debris collects prohibiting water to flow 

downward

PHOTO 32: The mesh on the gutter baskets are fine enough to collect debris and eventually 

form a barrier to keep water from entering the downspout.

PHOTO 29: Wet and heavily deteriorated stone with open mortar joints below the dome gutter 

above. Gutters both above and below not draining water due to debris prohibiting flow downward. 

Wet stone at the dentil level has caused deterioration of sandstone below. 

PHOTO 30: View of upper gutter below the SW dome. Gutter is filled with water. This is typical 

all gutters below the domes.
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PHOTO 35: Profile view of heaved capstone; the small piece has pushed out approximately 1/2 

inch upward. Movement has affects adjacent urn base. 

PHOTO 36: Typical view of stone loss at the pedestals below the urns at the small dome. Stone 

falling into the gutter inhibiting flow and creating pools of standing water.

PHOTO 33: Capstone behind urn has heaved and broken into separate pieces allowing water to 

infiltrate the building and joints adjacent to deteriorate. This is located at the northeast corner 

of NE dome.

PHOTO 34: Stone below surrounding gutter line consistently wet causing efflorescence and 

softening of limestone. Leak at downspout causing stain on face of stone from water running 

off of copper.
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PHOTO 39: Surface deterioration above the round top windows of the dome base. PHOTO 40: Surface texture between windows express deterioration that is occurring. These 

stones are hollow sounding meaning deterioration is behind the face of the stone. This is what 

the stone looks like before the face gives way and sections fall from the building. 

PHOTO 37: Limestone shards that have fallen from pedestal above. Once the stone gets into 

the gutter it stops other debris and starts to create dams. 

PHOTO 38: Limestone pedestals with face loss. The surface areas surround the missing 

limestone is hollow indicating further deterioration beyond the face of the stone. This surface is 

ready to give way and land in the gutter blow 
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PHOTO 42: Major deterioration on the face of the scrolls adjacent the pedestals. 

PHOTO 43: Open joints between engaged column and wall surface.

PHOTO 41: Each of the small domes serve the building by providing exhaust air locations 

through louvers facing the roof portion of the building.

PHOTO 44: Overall image of the urn pedestal showing staining on the stone from a open seam 

in the gutter downspout. Bio-growth located at the urn base. 
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PHOTO 45: Stone patching compound in good condition from previous repairs campaigns on 

pedestals.

PHOTO 47: Piles of debris collect against the expansion joint on NE dome. Each small dome has 

a single expansion joint in the lower gutter. The upper gutters are segmented and don't require 

expansion joints.

PHOTO 48: All of the gutters were flat and therefore had areas that ponded away from drains. 

Heat trace was located in all of the gutters and downspouts but not all of them were working.

PHOTO 46: Many locations in the gutters contained a fine sand/mortar debris. The main types 

of debris found were bird parts, sand/mortar debris, and occasional articles of clothing (hat or 

shirt).
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PHOTO 51: Lantern columns in SE dome mounted to the compression ring. Different punctures 

and tears in the lantern base are easily seen during the daytime, and are common to all four 

domes. 

PHOTO 49: Surface rust on structure supporting the lantern dome and finial above. View of hole 

in the SE dome near the vent. 

PHOTO 50: View of lantern dome framing, corrosion on steel and evidence of condensation.  

PHOTO 52: View of lantern dome column base plate to the compression ring. Base plate is 

missing in sections. 
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PHOTO 53: Condensation forms on the interior surface of sheet metal. This occurrence ebbs 

and flows depending on ambient conditions, but is very consistent through the winter months.

PHOTO 56: Hole through the brick inner dome wall near compression ring at the top of the dome.

PHOTO 54: Hole in the compression ring due to the intensity of rust at the compression ring at 

the top of the dome.

PHOTO 55: Close up view of corrosion at the column base. The interior area of the built-up 

column is filled with debris that is holding moisture adjacent the steel which is deforming and 

expanding, iron-jacking, due to conditioned exposure to water
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PHOTO 60: Gap in sheet metal detailing of the lantern. This typically occurs at the top of each 

column enclosure. Gap is wide enough for bats or small birds to fit through.

PHOTO 58: Hole in the louver back pan, The back pan is the drainage plain that should prevent 

water from coming inside. A fastener to structure has rusted out leaving a large hole.

PHOTO 59: Each lantern base had large quantities of debris along outside edge and on top of 

brick surface. This debris (consisting of deteriorated brick, steel, paint chips, bird nest) holds 

moisture for long periods of time and keeps the back of the brick below wet.

PHOTO 57: Egg shells at base of the SW lantern interior. There are several opportunities for 

birds to fit through the lantern. 
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PHOTO 61: Three of the eight louvers have back pans installed in each dome as part of phase 8 

and 7E projects to prevent excessive amounts of wind driven water and snow from entering the 

lantern. Infill areas are on the NW side of each lantern dome (prevailing wind direction).  

PHOTO 63: Photo at top of interior column cover. Copper trim above louvers have deformed 

inward enough that water drains to the interior. 

PHOTO 62: Interior view behind the louvers - Low areas behind face of upper louvers allow water 

infiltration to collect because of the back slope in base sheet metal. Water that collects in this 

area seeps through splice joints to the interior of the dome. 

PHOTO 64: Typical splice joint for continuous louver pan at each column. Evidence water is 

seeping through the joint to the steel framing below. 
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PHOTO 67: Condensation on the interior of the dormer widow in the SW dome. PHOTO 68: Brick face loss ins The SE dome. The face loss shown here is concentrated in a band 

around the dome at and below the elevation of the exterior gutters. 

PHOTO 65: View of the SW small dome brick, looking up. Brick shows heavy deterioration at the 

one wythe thickness toward the top of the dome.

PHOTO 66: View of the dormer window in the NE dome. Evidence of water infiltration at the 

base of the dormer windows over time. Work on the interior brick was not part of previous project 

phases.

EXTERIOR GUTTER LINE
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PHOTO 70: Brick debris at the base of the SW dome.

PHOTO 72: Brick deterioration grouped in the corners. Directly to the exterior of this area is the 

pedestals which typically exhibit a lot of face loss. Water is likely soaking at the capstone behind 

the urn.

PHOTO 71: Spring line of the dome and top of the load bearing exterior wall. Interior 6-inch steel 

plates are tension members that span across the dome and tie into the domes steel columns. 

PHOTO 69: Deteriorated brick and signs of water running down the interior face of the brick 

masonry dome adjacent the vertical steel ribs. 
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PHOTO 76: Sprinkler system with four heads at lantern base. Supply line rises alongside the 

access stair. No sprinkler coverage in the dome or dome base areas. This is a view of the SE 

dome.

PHOTO 74: Exposed brick arch and steel beams at the base of the NE dome, typical at three of 

the four domes. The SW dome has a concrete topping slab poured over this system. 

PHOTO 75: One course of brick has been removed at the sill of all the windows in the dome 

base. This was probably to allow for previous window replacement. Paint failure evident on wood 

windows. Brick debris and moisture evidence on the interior window sill of the SW dome.

PHOTO 73: Evidence of moisture intrusion below the round top windows, typical each dome. 

Also, note the masonry anchor for stone replacement projects in 1995 and 1996. 
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PHOTO 78: Three of the Four domes have a large steel obsolete ventilation shaft that is used 

as an access conduit to the lantern. The bulk of this structure is hung by rods from the steel 
columns above.

PHOTO 80: Picture from the sub-attic level below the small dome floors. Bottom of the ventilation 

shaft and a load bearing wall in the middle of the floor. 

PHOTO 77: Wood access platform at the NW dome. Access hole is very tight and plywood floor 

is unstable.

PHOTO 79: View of brick and access ladder in the Southeast dome. Brick shows heavy 

deterioration at the exterior gutter line and down columns. Ladder access does not meet OSHA 
requirements. 
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PHOTO 82: View of the stylobate level deteriorated stone on south (north is similar), affected 

areas are concentrated at connection points to east and west high roofs.

PHOTO 84: Close up of effects of moisture in stone showing efflorescence, stone deterioration, 

staining from run off of roof above, and deteriorated or missing mortar joints.

PHOTO 81: Caulking joints between stone and step flashing on lower roof, and between stone 

copper flat lock roofing above, are mostly deteriorated and wall past useful life of sealant 

product.

PHOTO 83: Evidence of moisture in wall system at connection between high east and west roof 

and lower north  and south roofs. 
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PHOTO 87: Sealant joint at the stylobate copper step  flashing and adjacent mortar joints are  

at end of life.

PHOTO 88: Mortar joint failure allowing moisture into the joint and through freeze and thaw 

cycles the stone is being pushed out of plane. 

PHOTO 85: Stone saturated with water from above causing deterioration and mortar joint 

failure. Old stone patching compound in the background is past its life with areas around the 

perimeter pulling away from the stone.   

PHOTO 86: Close up view of deteriorated stylobate deteriorated stone and open joints.
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PHOTO 89: Deteriorated window sill due to bare wood being exposed to the elements. Stone 

below is cracked allowing due to anchor at junction box secured into stone and not masonry 

joint. 

PHOTO 91: Deteriorated louver sill and paint loss. Caulking joints well past end of life and need 

replacement.

PHOTO 90: Copper step flashing at stylobate roof transition tearing due to movement. 

PHOTO 92: Lighting protection has come loose from clips - the cable should be running through 

the clips. 
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PHOTO 96: Broken glass at the east skylight.

PHOTO 94: Broken seals at the east skylight. Water has entered the aluminum frame system, 

frozen to ice, and blown apart the elements that hold the glass and seals in place. 

PHOTO 95: Broken glass at the south skylight. 

PHOTO 93: Broken seals at the south skylight. Water has entered the aluminum frame system, 

frozen to ice, and blown apart the elements that hold the glass and seals in place. 
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PHOTO 99: Debris prohibiting water flow from secondary to primary gutter. Stone below this 

location was wet.

PHOTO 100: Open and cracked solder joint at outside corner of the primary gutter cap flashing. 

PHOTO 97: NW gutter visible full with water and wet stone below. PHOTO 98: Bird and stone debris will inhibit the flow of water to this downspout if not removed.
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PHOTO 103: Water leakage around slip joint in downspout.

PHOTO 101: Considerably wet stone below the gutter line of the NE dome, north elevation. PHOTO 102: Wet stone below gutters and downspout.

PHOTO 104: Efflorescence on stone surface below the gutters. 
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PHOTO 107: Heavy stone loss at the gutter downspout at replacement limestone. This is due to 

water backing up in the gutters and downspouts. 

PHOTO 108: Stone loss adjacent the gutter downspout due to water build up. 

PHOTO 105: Heavy stone loss at the gutter downspout at replacement limestone. This is due to 

water backing up in the gutters and downspouts. 

PHOTO 106: Leak at splice in downspout. Stone below stays very wet and is deteriorating.
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PHOTO 109: Paint and wood deterioration at the west recess windows. This was typical at all 

four building recess locations each building floor level.

PHOTO 111: Paint, wood and fastener deterioration at the west recess windows at the senate 

chambers. 

PHOTO 112: Wet stone observed at the pediment ends above the law library.

PHOTO 110: Stone balustrade has heavy amounts of dark gray bio-growth.
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DISCUSSIONS

Leakage

The existing exterior copper sheet metal roofing and cladding on the four small domes lacks a backup substrate 

or secondary waterproofing system as expected for the buildings of this age. The existing configuration of the 

weather barrier system relies solely on the sheet metal to prevent water entry into the interior. The copper sheet 

metal roofing and cladding is generally intact, with only a few exceptions. We observed isolated penetrations, 

tears, and other weak areas of the system that are allowing water to enter the building.   

Condensation

Relative humidity (RH) is the ratio of the amount of water vapor in the air at a specific temperature to the maximum 

amount that the air could hold at that temperature. Cold air can hold less water vapor than warm air, so when cold 

air is heated the amount of water vapor the air can hold goes down, while the actual amount of water vapor in the 

air remains constant, resulting in a lower relative humidity. In cold climates, interior heated spaces typically have 

an RH of 10 to 20% during cold winter months unless actively humidified.  

Condensation is prevalent in the dome interior environment where the barrier to the exterior is too thin. This 

condition occurs primarily in the cold fall, winter and spring when the difference in the exterior temperature and 

interior are their greatest. This creates additional problems when the temperatures cycle between freezing and 

thawing with ice forming on the interior side of the sheet metal and windows. The sheet metal at the lantern, and 

single pane glass at the dormer windows and larger round top windows are thin enough to condensate when cold 

air on the exterior causes the warm air on the interior of the dome to cool very quickly and deposit water vapor on 

the warm interior surface. 

HEATED

HEAT        RISING

FINIAL        VENT

CONDENSATION

CONDENSATION

CONDENSATION

CONDENSATION

ATTIC AIR

LEAKAGELEAKAGE

DIAGRAM 01: Leakage and condensation at 

the four small domes.
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DISCUSSIONS BY AREA

Lantern

Many openings, varying in size and location, occur in the copper sheet metal that makes up the lantern above 

the dome. The location of these openings is an important factor in determining how much water is entering the 

building. For example, an open solder joint in a lover back pan that holds water is more detrimental than a hole at 

an inside corner or soffit that is protected from the elements. 

Lantern  - Steel Corrosion

The holes in the compression ring, rust on the lantern columns, and framing is currently repairable. As time 

passes, without stopping water intrusion to the dome, the ability to repair these problems through smaller projects 

decreases. If the corrosion continues at this current rate, damages will overcome these vulnerable structural areas 

to the point where they cannot be repaired or reused. For example, if the compression ring had to be replaced 

instead of repaired, the entire lantern would have to be removed from the top of dome and disassembled. Thus, 

requiring a significant investment and larger project scope.  

Dome

The dome had very few direct openings as it is formed of large sections of copper that have expansion capability 

built in at the rib locations. The slope of the dome also helps prevent bulk water intrusion and any water that 

penetrates this copper cladding travels downward via the brick of steel ribs. Brick deterioration at the dome is 

likely due to the thin dome surface of one wythe brick, isolated leakage and condensation traveling down the dome 

slope underneath the copper roof and on the exterior brick surface. In addition, moisture from the lantern can 

make its way down the steel ribs of the dome and cause the deterioration observed adjacent these steel members. 

The interior masonry of the dome shows signs of moisture-related deterioration, primarily below the lantern. The 

deterioration below the lantern appears primarily attributed to bulk water leakage through the lantern above. We 

suspect regular condensation within the lantern is also a contributor in cold months.

Dome  - Brick Arch System Failure

The single wythe brick masonry arches are the weakest point of the structural system and are currently absorbing 

moisture from the lantern above. Stopping the moisture is the priority to prevent further damage from occurring. 

Brick arch systems lack the tensile strength to hold their shapes as softening occurs in the material. As areas of 

brick masonry are softened, due to moisture infiltration and temperature swings, the brick starts to lose material 

on the interior side. Brick is self-supporting and loss of individual units can cause the system to fail. It does not take 

much softening or loss of the brick material before the weight causes complete failure within the system. Near the 

top of the dome, brick corrosion is the worst one area is experiencing significant loss.
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VULNERABLE 

MOISTURE INTRUSION 
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BUILDING EXTERIOR

BUILDING EXTERIOR LANTERN INTERIOR

DIAGRAM 02: Leakage at the lantern 
louvers 

DIAGRAM 03: Leakage and condensation 

from the lantern above.

Dome Windows

Brick deterioration below windows openings is likely due to both leakage through the window at open joints and 

penetrations observed o the exterior and condensation on the window surface during the cold months. At the 

upper dormer windows, the exterior metal cladding appears to run underneath the window frame. Due to lack 

of interior access we were not able to determine if the cladding is upturned to prevent water from entering the 

building. Evidence suggest no pan flashing under the windows. 

Removal and re-installation of these windows would allow for a reconfigured perimeter flashing with an upturned 

interior flange, seal penetrations, gaps and slope to the exterior to better manage both window leakage and 

condensation. Window replacement should include insulated glass units to slow the transfer to heat in the winter 

and reduce condensation build up on the interior face of the glass.

Dome Base

The other areas of water infiltration are the pediment roofs, gutters, dormer and round toped windows. Both the 

gutter and pediments have limestone directly beneath. This stone absorbs water and that water then travels 

through the stone and brick wall structure. On the exterior this is expressed by wet stone, efflorescence (mineral 

deposits on the stone), along with deterioration and face loss. The moisture is expressed in the interior as ghosting 

or a water line transferring the exterior building elements through efflorescence and deterioration. These forms are 

typically in the shape of the pediment roof form or horizontal at the gutter location. 

The lower pavilion gutter has many areas where the slope is in the wrong direction, away from the gutter downspout 

creating areas of standing water. Standing water, snow and ice in the gutter can further deteriorate the system. As 

water pools the reliance on sound solder joints is critical as an open joint can expose the stone below to significant 

amounts of water. Areas of stone below these gutters is wet  indicating open solder joints. 

Lantern Dome

Lantern

Finial

Lantern Base (Shroud)

Dome

Dome Base

DIAGRAM 04: Dome areas for reference. 



DIAGRAM 05: Proposed areas for water 

catchment pans.
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

One approach, and the most reliable and comprehensive method, to address the bulk leakage of 

the sheet metal roofing system would be to remove and re-install with a continuous underlayment 

and water proofing membrane. Replacement sheet metal could then be designed to allow 

drainage to this secondary membrane. This approach would allow for expansion and contraction 

of the sheet metal and soldered joints but not rely solely on these joint to perform as the single 

barrier for the building to the elements. During the removal of the existing sheet metal other 

building elements would be exposed including the exterior side of the brick shell and metal ribs. 

This would allow for a thorough assessment of these structural components.

Given the extreme scale of this approach, and the removal of original historic components, a 

targeted repair of current known areas and a resilient design approach is a reasonable solution. 

This targeted approach will not address all potential sources of water but will allow for some 

redundancy in the system to allow water to enter and then exit the building. In this targeted 

approach, the State must plan for continued periodic inspections of the sheet metal and brick 

and budget for regular maintenance and repairs resulting from these inspections.

Resilient Design Approach to Moisture Intrusion

Approaching the problem of moisture intrusion requires a clear understanding of the problem 

on multiple levels. The contributing factors are setting a performance goal, reinforcing and 

repairing gaps to the exterior, reducing the amount of moisture laden air (condensation) on the 

interior surface, and improving the physical barrier to the exterior. The following outlines this 

multi-faceted approach:

The performance ideal would be to stop all infiltration and condensation at the four small domes. 

An interior environment free of large temperature swings and moisture would endure the longest 

and be the easiest to maintain over time. Providing this type of space can be extremely difficult 

to achieve on historic structures. The combination of unique building shapes and materials in 

the small domes makes this solution very difficult and costly. A better approach to the unique 

conditions at these domes would be to suppress water intrusion as much as possible, anticipate 

vulnerabilities in the system and then provide a way for the system to recover or cope with the 

issues. An improvement that would allow the system to recover from moisture that gets into the 

building would be installing condensation catch pans (Diagram 05). The most recent repair to the 

main large dome included condensation catch pans that provide the ability of shedding moisture 

that has collected inside and to weep it back out to the exterior. A similar solution will help to 

direct water back out of the exterior at the smaller domes. 

Immediately stopping infiltration and reinforcing the existing gaps in the system is priority. Most 

of these occur in the copper sheet metal and are simple repairs. For example, penetrations 

and tears in the copper skin where fasteners have fallen out should be plugged and patched 

where larger tears have occurred. Other gaps are more complex and require modification of the 

existing copper skin. The louver sill is one such area that should be redesigned to pitch toward 

the exterior and avoid water accumulation on top of solder joints. 

Reducing condensation is a complex problem. Three of the four domes have been closed off from 

the attic and saw considerably less condensation overall. The SW dome exchanges air freely 

with the attic, and almost always has condensation visible during the cold months. Closing off 

the attic with a barrier will reduce the amount of heat and moisture in the air at the southwest 

dome. 

In addition, the State should engage an HVAC consultant to assess and study the current 

systems conditions. Control of these systems could be modified to limit the relative humidity 

within the building during the cold months. The team did not find an active thermometer that is 

connected to the building system.

Improving thermal barriers between the interior and exterior are important to limit the amount 

of condensation. Single-pane dormer windows do not provide an adequate thermal barrier to 

the building exterior and should be replaced by insulated glazing units (IGUs). The insulated 

glass units provide thermal breaks between exterior and interior panes of glass that decreases 

thermal transmittance (hot and cold) and greatly reduce the possibility of condensation. The 

existing copper sheet metal could also be modified and upgraded by use of a high performance 

spray applied insulation coating. This paint like coating will improve the thermal performance of 

the metal as well as protect the surface. 

Additional Recommendations 

Maintenance repairs should be completed during the same time frame of the work mentioned 

above while the scaffolding access is in place.

• Point deteriorated mortar joints at the dome canted bays, urns, scrolls and below the 
gutter line.

• Replace broken cap stone at northeast dome. 

• Resurface deteriorated sandstone and limestone in situ, primarily below the gutter line 
and the scrolls and plinth near the urns.

• Slope gutters and repair stone below gutter line. Replace gutter baskets and create a 
yearly maintenance plan. 

• Repair and reconfigure existing dormer windowsills to pitch water toward the exterior. 

• Remove and replace damaged brick masonry in the dome interiors. 

• Repair open solder joints at the pediment roofs and create a diverter to direct water away 
from the corner acroterion. 



DIAGRAM 06: Proposed lantern ladder 

access and work platform.
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Access for Brick Repairs

It is critical that repairs be made to the interior deteriorating brick, specifically the brick at 

the top of the domes, where the structure is most vulnerable. As with the larger main dome, 

construction access to these repairs is a challenge. 

The floor of the small domes was originally designed to carry light pedestrian traffic and lacks 

the ability to provide support for scaffolding, work crews, materials, and equipment. The current 

floor system consists of one-wythe-thick brick arch spanning between small steel beam. This 

floor system also provides structural support to the suspended plaster ceilings in finished 

spaces below. The thick masonry exterior walls surrounding the dome have sufficient capacity 

to support the work needed to repair the dome. Using these walls at the dome floor level require 

brick be removed and HVAC systems and piping to be relocated for larger beams to bear on the 

exterior walls and support the load across the center of the dome. These challenges make this 

area less than ideal to support the scaffolding needed to access the dome. 

At the top of these exterior walls there is a structural transition that occurs where the dome starts 

creating a ledge in which support for these beams can occur. From this location, scaffolding can 

be supported up to the dome via a lightweight flooring system and suspended below from the 

beams to access the interior dome base walls. This system can also provide a landing for any 

ladder access required to the dome lantern. 

All four small domes have slightly different access paths from the dome floor to the upper 

lantern. Transfer platforms are at different levels that require access through very small holes, 

and floor systems are made of wood. Wood is not an ideal material because its combustible 

and prone to deterioration. The access ladders do not have steel cages and extend 60-feet up 

to the lanterns above. Cages are required by OSHA for ladders above 20 feet vertically. The 

current configuration makes a difficult transfer at 33 feet, 6 inches above the dome floor into 

the abandoned ventilation shaft that has no lighting. These conditions are unsafe for anyone 

requiring access, such as maintenance staff. 

Removal of the large existing steel ventilation shafts will help provide better access around the 

dome, safe transfers to and from the mid platform and add additional structural capacity to the 

supporting walls. 

Repair Life Cycle

Well-planned repair campaigns look down the road to life cycle repair events and take advantage 

of grouping repairs together for the best economy. The gold gilding on the domes is a good 

benchmark for a repair campaign. Gilding will last about 30 years before people begin noticing 

a change in appearance. Gilding on the main dome of the capitol was done in 1970, and again 

in 2000, so it probably has about 10 years left. The small domes were gilded in the mid-1990s 

and are ready for this repair again. The white paint on copper and sealants both reach end of life 

within the same time frame. One of the biggest benefits of grouping repairs is sharing access. 

For example, the same crane could be used to perform work on the interior and exterior of the 

dome simultaneously and save overall project cost.
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Statement of Probable Construction Cost
Statement of Probable Construction Cost uses the data from RSMeans Commercial Renovation 2019 and historical data for earlier projects adjusted to the correct project year.  The data is then 

updated to take the construction dollars to end of the third quarter of 2020 using RSMeans historical data and the estimated third quarter. The city cost index for the data is Des Moines using the 

adjustments per division as listed by RSMeans.  Individual line items were also considered with a filter from the historical data of staff knowledge and experience with similar projects completed 

by OPN Architects.  

The scale of the Statement of Probable Construction Cost was not to understand the cost of an individual line item, but the work needed on the elevation of the building to take advantage of the 

scaffolding for more than one task.  Due to the unique scaffolding access required to repair many of the areas of the Iowa State Capitol it is economical to use the scaffolding and tackle multiple 

projects for more than one task to as opposed to paying for the expense again in the future.

Work in similar areas should be bundled together to take advantage of the scaffolding access. An example of this would be while work is proceeding on the gutters, that require scaffolding from 

the ground below, repaint windows and point stone below the same areas. Scaffolding for a window project and a separate gutter project are essentially the same and would be incurred twice if 

these projects were not completed at the same time.  
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AArreeaa IItteemm QQuuaannttiittyy CCoosstt  PPeerr TToottaall UUnniittss DDeessccrriippttiioonn CCoommmmeennttss

Finial

     Four domes Cast Bronze Repairs/Replacement 4 3,500.00$         14,000$                    per unit 1/Dome @ 4 Domes Refinish Deteriorated Cast Plate at Finial Base

     Four domes Crane access for Cast Bronze Repairs/Replacement 8 6,000.00$         48,000$                    per day

     Southwest Dome Cast Bronze Repairs/Replacement 1 10,000$             10,000$                    per unit SW Dome- Replace damaged disc from lightning strike

     Southwest Dome Crane access for painting and gilding 12 6,000.00$         72,000$                    per day

     Four domes Gilding - Finial globe 400 31.25$                12,500$                    square foot 100 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Copper Repairs - Punctures/Fastener locations 16 500.00$             8,000$                       per unit 4/Dome @ 4 Domes Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Painting - Finial base and acreterion (HPC) 600 12.00$                7,200$                       square foot 150 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Gilding - Finial Vane 400 31.25$                12,500$                    square foot 100 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

Lantern Dome (Exterior)

     Four domes Copper Repairs 16 500.00$             8,000$                       per unit 4/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Gilding - Dome 720 31.25$                22,500$                    square foot 180 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Painting - Lantern Roof and acreterion (HPC) 1200 12.00$                14,400$                    square foot 300 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Crane access for painting and gilding 20 6,000.00$         120,000$                 per day

Lantern Dome (Interior)

     Four domes Remove Surface Rust from ribs and purlins 2400 2.50$                   6,000$                       square foot Access provided by interior scaffolding

     Four domes Copper Repairs - Seal exterior from interior at (8) column locations 32 150.00$             4,800$                       per unit 8/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Painting - High Performance 1200 24.00$                28,800$                    per unit 300 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Repair and modify back pan 32 250.00$             8,000$                       per unit 8/Dome @ 4 Domes Increase height, reslope and connect new pan to weeps 

     Four domes Add new back pan and weeps to exterior 32 1,250.00$         40,000$                    per unit 8/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Painting - High Performance 2800 12.00$                33,600$                    square foot Steel members

Lantern (Exterior)

     Four domes Copper Repairs - Punctures 16 150.00$             2,400$                       per unit 4/Dome @ 4 Domes Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Painting - High Performance 3200 12.00$                38,400$                    square foot

Lantern (Interior)

     Four domes Replace cracked steel baseplates 8 750.00$             6,000$                       per unit 2/Dome @ 4 Domes Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Lantern Interior Lighting 8 1,500.00$         12,000$                    per unit  

Lantern Base (Exterior)

     Four domes Copper Repairs- Nail Hole 48 500.00$             24,000$                    per unit Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Copper Repairs- Tear in Copper 8 2,500.00$         20,000$                    per unit Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Paint Shroud (HPC) 1224 12.00$                14,688$                    square foot

     Four domes Crane access for sheet metal repair 20 6,000.00$         120,000$                 per day

Lantern Base (Interior)

     Southwest Dome Stabilize SW Compression Ring 1 30,000$             30,000$                    lump sum

     Three domes Clean Colum interior 24 1,000$                24,000$                    per unit 8/Dome @ 3 Domes The SW is tube steel

     Four domes Painting - Steel columns, purlins, louvers, backside of copper (all) 1600 24.00$                38,400$                    square foot

     Four domes Lantern Floor with new thermal separator 4 15,000$             60,000$                    per unit 1/Dome @ 4 Domes Fiberglass floor with thermal barrier

     Four domes Lantern Hatch 4 3,500$                14,000$                    per unit 1/Dome @ 4 Domes  

     Four domes Clean Interior 4 1,250$                5,000$                       per unit

     Four domes Copper Repairs at dome base where fastener holes remain 8 750.00$             6,000$                       per unit Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Sheet metal pan and drain 4 30,000$             120,000$                 per unit
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Dome (Interior)

     Northwest Dome Brick Masonry Demo/Repair - NW Dome Top Band 326 425.00$             138,635$                 square foot 60-70% Top band

     Northwest Dome Brick Masonry Demo/Repair - NW Dome Rest of Dome 153 425.00$             65,195$                    square foot 10% Rest of Dome

     Northwest Dome Brick Masonry Poultice - NW Dome 5420 25.00$                135,500$                 square foot

     Northwest Dome Steel Structure at lantern 55 72.00$                3,960$                       linear foot W8

     Northwest Dome Steel Structure at platform 426 86.35$                36,785$                    linear foot W8 and W12

     Northwest Dome Grating Platform 1013 SF (with opening in middle) 1013 29.00$                29,377$                    square foot  

     Northwest Dome Guardrails 24 150.00$             3,600$                       linear foot

     Northwest Dome Ladder from attic to base of lantern 2 3,500.00$         7,000$                       per unit cage ladder 33'-9" + 25'-8"

     Northwest Dome Crane access to lift ladder 1 6,000.00$         6,000$                       per day

     Northwest Dome Scaffolding interior erect and dismantle 1 27,400$             27,400$                    CCF

     Northwest Dome Scaffolding interior rental per month 6 5,500.00$         33,000$                    per month

     Northwest Dome Scaffolding exterior erect and dismantle above gutter 1 20,550$             20,550$                    CCF

     Northwest Dome Scaffolding (exterior)rental/mo. above gutter to access round top window 6 7,500.00$         45,000$                    per month

     Northwest Dome HVAC -  Ventilation Routing 95 120.00$             11,400$                    linear foot

     Northwest Dome Fire sprinkler reroute and new location 1133 35.00$                39,655$                    square foot

     Northeast Dome Brick Masonry Demo/Repair - NE Dome Top Band 373 425.00$             158,440$                 square foot 80% Top band

     Northeast Dome Brick Masonry Demo/Repair - NE Dome Rest of Dome 230 425.00$             97,793$                    square foot 10-15% Rest of Dome

     Northeast Dome Brick Masonry Poultice - NE Dome 5420 25.00$                135,500$                 square foot

     Northeast Dome Steel Structure at lantern 55 72.00$                3,960$                       linear foot W8

     Northeast Dome Steel Structure at platform 426 86.35$                36,785$                    linear foot W8 and W12

     Northeast Dome Grating Platform 1013 SF (with opening in middle) 1013 29.00$                29,377$                    square foot

     Northeast Dome Guardrails 24 150.00$             3,600$                       linear foot

     Northeast Dome Ladder from attic to base of lantern 2 3,500.00$         7,000$                       per unit cage ladder

     Northeast Dome Crane access to lift ladder 1 6,000.00$         6,000$                       per day

     Northeast Dome Scaffolding interior erect and dismantle 1 27,400$             27,400$                    CCF

     Northeast Dome Scaffolding interior rental per month 6 5,500.00$         33,000$                    per month

     Northeast Dome Scaffolding exterior erect and dismantle above gutter 1 20,550$             20,550$                    CCF

     Northeast Dome Scaffolding exterior rental per month above gutter to access round top window 6 7,500.00$         45,000$                    per month

     Northeast Dome HVAC -  Ventilation Routing 110 120.00$             13,200$                    linear foot

     Northeast Dome Fire sprinkler reroute and new location 1133 35.00$                39,655$                    square foot

     Southeast Dome Brick Masonry Demo/Repair - SE Dome Top (2) Bands 280 425.00$             118,830$                 square foot 30% Top 2  bands

     Southeast Dome Brick Masonry Demo/Repair - SE Dome Rest of Dome 107 425.00$             45,390$                    square foot 10% Rest of Dome

     Southeast Dome Brick Masonry Poultice - SE Dome 5420 25.00$                135,500$                 square foot

     Southeast Dome Steel Structure at lantern 55 72.00$                3,960$                       linear foot W8

     Southeast Dome Steel Structure at platform 426 86.35$                36,785$                    linear foot W8 and W12

     Southeast Dome Grating Platform 1013 SF (with opening in middle) 1013 29.00$                29,377$                    square foot

     Southeast Dome Guardrails 24 150.00$             3,600$                       linear foot

     Southeast Dome Ladder from attic to base of lantern 2 3,500.00$         7,000$                       per unit cage ladder

     Southeast Dome Crane access to lift ladder 1 6,000.00$         6,000$                       per day

     Southeast Dome Scaffolding interior erect and dismantle 1 27,400$             27,400$                    CCF

     Southeast Dome Scaffolding interior rental per month 6 5,500.00$         33,000$                    per month

     Southeast Dome Scaffolding exterior erect and dismantle above gutter 1 20,550$             20,550$                    CCF

     Southeast Dome Scaffolding exterior rental per month above gutter to access round top window 6 7,500.00$         45,000$                    per month

     Southeast Dome HVAC -  Ventilation Routing 110 120.00$             13,200$                    linear foot

     Southeast Dome Fire sprinkler reroute and new location 1133 35.00$                39,655$                    square foot

AArreeaa IItteemm QQuuaannttiittyy CCoosstt  PPeerr TToottaall UUnniittss DDeessccrriippttiioonn CCoommmmeennttss

Finial

     Four domes Cast Bronze Repairs/Replacement 4 3,500.00$         14,000$                    per unit 1/Dome @ 4 Domes Refinish Deteriorated Cast Plate at Finial Base

     Four domes Crane access for Cast Bronze Repairs/Replacement 8 6,000.00$         48,000$                    per day

     Southwest Dome Cast Bronze Repairs/Replacement 1 10,000$             10,000$                    per unit SW Dome- Replace damaged disc from lightning strike

     Southwest Dome Crane access for painting and gilding 12 6,000.00$         72,000$                    per day

     Four domes Gilding - Finial globe 400 31.25$                12,500$                    square foot 100 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Copper Repairs - Punctures/Fastener locations 16 500.00$             8,000$                       per unit 4/Dome @ 4 Domes Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Painting - Finial base and acreterion (HPC) 600 12.00$                7,200$                       square foot 150 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Gilding - Finial Vane 400 31.25$                12,500$                    square foot 100 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

Lantern Dome (Exterior)

     Four domes Copper Repairs 16 500.00$             8,000$                       per unit 4/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Gilding - Dome 720 31.25$                22,500$                    square foot 180 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Painting - Lantern Roof and acreterion (HPC) 1200 12.00$                14,400$                    square foot 300 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Crane access for painting and gilding 20 6,000.00$         120,000$                 per day

Lantern Dome (Interior)

     Four domes Remove Surface Rust from ribs and purlins 2400 2.50$                   6,000$                       square foot Access provided by interior scaffolding

     Four domes Copper Repairs - Seal exterior from interior at (8) column locations 32 150.00$             4,800$                       per unit 8/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Painting - High Performance 1200 24.00$                28,800$                    per unit 300 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Repair and modify back pan 32 250.00$             8,000$                       per unit 8/Dome @ 4 Domes Increase height, reslope and connect new pan to weeps 

     Four domes Add new back pan and weeps to exterior 32 1,250.00$         40,000$                    per unit 8/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Painting - High Performance 2800 12.00$                33,600$                    square foot Steel members

Lantern (Exterior)

     Four domes Copper Repairs - Punctures 16 150.00$             2,400$                       per unit 4/Dome @ 4 Domes Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Painting - High Performance 3200 12.00$                38,400$                    square foot

Lantern (Interior)

     Four domes Replace cracked steel baseplates 8 750.00$             6,000$                       per unit 2/Dome @ 4 Domes Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Lantern Interior Lighting 8 1,500.00$         12,000$                    per unit  

Lantern Base (Exterior)

     Four domes Copper Repairs- Nail Hole 48 500.00$             24,000$                    per unit Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Copper Repairs- Tear in Copper 8 2,500.00$         20,000$                    per unit Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Paint Shroud (HPC) 1224 12.00$                14,688$                    square foot

     Four domes Crane access for sheet metal repair 20 6,000.00$         120,000$                 per day

Lantern Base (Interior)

     Southwest Dome Stabilize SW Compression Ring 1 30,000$             30,000$                    lump sum

     Three domes Clean Colum interior 24 1,000$                24,000$                    per unit 8/Dome @ 3 Domes The SW is tube steel

     Four domes Painting - Steel columns, purlins, louvers, backside of copper (all) 1600 24.00$                38,400$                    square foot

     Four domes Lantern Floor with new thermal separator 4 15,000$             60,000$                    per unit 1/Dome @ 4 Domes Fiberglass floor with thermal barrier

     Four domes Lantern Hatch 4 3,500$                14,000$                    per unit 1/Dome @ 4 Domes  

     Four domes Clean Interior 4 1,250$                5,000$                       per unit

     Four domes Copper Repairs at dome base where fastener holes remain 8 750.00$             6,000$                       per unit Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Sheet metal pan and drain 4 30,000$             120,000$                 per unit
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     Southwest Dome Brick Masonry Demo/Repair - SW Dome Top Band 443 425.00$             188,148$                 square foot 95% Top band

     Southwest Dome Brick Masonry Demo/Repair - SW Dome Rest of Dome 153 425.00$             65,195$                    square foot 10% Rest of Dome

     Southwest Dome Brick Masonry Poultice - SW Dome 5420 25.00$                135,500$                 square foot

     Southwest Dome Steel Structure at lantern 55 72.00$                3,960$                       linear foot W8

     Southwest Dome Steel Structure at platform 284 86.35$                24,499$                    linear foot W8 and W12

     Southwest Dome Grating Platform 1013 SF (with opening in middle) 669 29.00$                19,389$                    square foot

     Southwest Dome Guardrails 24 150.00$             3,600$                       linear foot

     Southwest Dome Ladder from attic to base of lantern 1 3,000.00$         3,000$                       per unit cage ladder

     Southwest Dome Crane access to lift ladder 1 6,000.00$         6,000$                       per day

     Southwest Dome Scaffolding interior erect and dismantle 1 27,400$             27,400$                    CCF

     Southwest Dome Scaffolding interior rental per month 6 5,500.00$         33,000$                    per month

     Southwest Dome Scaffolding exterior erect and dismantle above gutter 1 20,550$             20,550$                    CCF

     Southwest Dome Scaffolding exterior rental per month above gutter to access round top window 6 7,500.00$         45,000$                    per month

     Southwest Dome HVAC -  Ventilation Routing 110 120.00$             13,200$                    linear foot

     Southwest Dome Fire sprinkler reroute and new location 1133 35.00$                39,655$                    square foot

Dome (Exterior)

     Four domes Wood Window Repair  6 SF opening 32 2,500.00$         80,000$                    per window 8/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Window sill modifications 32 1,000.00$         32,000$                    per unit 8/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Solder repairs at windows 32 250.00$             8,000$                       per unit 8/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Painting - Exterior of wood windows 32 1,500.00$         48,000$                    per unit 8/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Gilding @ window scrolls 20 SF 640 31.25$                20,000$                    square foot 8/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Scaffolding exterior landing zone 6 35,000$             210,000$                 per month

Dome Base (Interior)

     Northwest Dome Brick Masonry Demo/Repair - NW Dome (N,S,E,W) 520X4=2080 SF 312 425.00$             132,600$                 square foot 15%

     Northwest Dome Brick Masonry Demo/Repair - NW Dome (NE,SE,NW,SW) 200X4=800 SF 120 425.00$             51,000$                    square foot 15%

     Northwest Dome Brick Masonry Poultice - NW Dome 2880 SF 2880 25.00$                72,000$                    square foot All

     Northwest Dome Concrete floor 1133 10.50$                11,896$                    square foot

     Northeast Dome Brick Masonry Demo/Repair - NE Dome (N,S,E,W) 520X4=2080 SF 208 425.00$             88,400$                    square foot 10%

     Northeast Dome Brick Masonry Demo/Repair - NE Dome (NE,SE,NW,SW) 200X4=800 SF 80 425.00$             34,000$                    square foot 10%

     Northeast Dome Brick Masonry Poultice - NE Dome 2880 SF 2880 25.00$                72,000$                    square foot All

     Northeast Dome Concrete floor 1133 10.50$                11,896$                    square foot

     Southeast Dome Brick Masonry Demo/Repair - SE Dome (N,S,E,W) 520X4=2080 SF 624 425.00$             265,200$                 square foot 30%

     Southeast Dome Brick Masonry Demo/Repair - SE Dome (NE,SE,NW,SW) 200X4=800 SF 240 425.00$             102,000$                 square foot 30%

     Southeast Dome Brick Masonry Poultice - SE Dome  2880 SF 2880 25.00$                72,000$                    square foot All

     Southeast Dome Concrete floor 1133 10.50$                11,896$                    square foot

     Southwest Dome Brick Masonry Demo/Repair - SW Dome (N,S,E,W) 520X4=2080 SF 312 425.00$             132,600$                 square foot 15%

     Southwest Dome Brick Masonry Demo/Repair - SW Dome (NE,SE,NW,SW) 200X4=800 SF 120 425.00$             51,000$                    square foot 15%

     Southwest Dome Brick Masonry Poultice - SW Dome  2880 SF 2880 25.00$                72,000$                    square foot All

     Southwest Dome Attic Door - SW Dome 1 30,000$             30,000$                    lump sum

     Four domes Allowance for HVAC option 1 150,000$           150,000$                 Allowance

     Four domes Wood Window Repair - 50 sf opening (4 lite?) 32 1,500.00$         48,000$                    square foot 8/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Remove steel tube and supplemental framing 4 30,000$             120,000$                 per unit 1/8" steel 6' diameter and approximately 45' tall

     Four domes Remove Existing ladder 4 5,000$                20,000$                    per unit

     Four domes Remove and reinstall round top window for access 4 5,000$                20,000$                    per unit

     Four domes Scaffolding tower 2 2,500$                5,000$                       lump sum

     Four domes Final clean in each dome 4 20,000$             80,000$                    per unit

AArreeaa IItteemm QQuuaannttiittyy CCoosstt  PPeerr TToottaall UUnniittss DDeessccrriippttiioonn CCoommmmeennttss

Finial

     Four domes Cast Bronze Repairs/Replacement 4 3,500.00$         14,000$                    per unit 1/Dome @ 4 Domes Refinish Deteriorated Cast Plate at Finial Base

     Four domes Crane access for Cast Bronze Repairs/Replacement 8 6,000.00$         48,000$                    per day

     Southwest Dome Cast Bronze Repairs/Replacement 1 10,000$             10,000$                    per unit SW Dome- Replace damaged disc from lightning strike

     Southwest Dome Crane access for painting and gilding 12 6,000.00$         72,000$                    per day

     Four domes Gilding - Finial globe 400 31.25$                12,500$                    square foot 100 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Copper Repairs - Punctures/Fastener locations 16 500.00$             8,000$                       per unit 4/Dome @ 4 Domes Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Painting - Finial base and acreterion (HPC) 600 12.00$                7,200$                       square foot 150 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Gilding - Finial Vane 400 31.25$                12,500$                    square foot 100 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

Lantern Dome (Exterior)

     Four domes Copper Repairs 16 500.00$             8,000$                       per unit 4/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Gilding - Dome 720 31.25$                22,500$                    square foot 180 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Painting - Lantern Roof and acreterion (HPC) 1200 12.00$                14,400$                    square foot 300 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Crane access for painting and gilding 20 6,000.00$         120,000$                 per day

Lantern Dome (Interior)

     Four domes Remove Surface Rust from ribs and purlins 2400 2.50$                   6,000$                       square foot Access provided by interior scaffolding

     Four domes Copper Repairs - Seal exterior from interior at (8) column locations 32 150.00$             4,800$                       per unit 8/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Painting - High Performance 1200 24.00$                28,800$                    per unit 300 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Repair and modify back pan 32 250.00$             8,000$                       per unit 8/Dome @ 4 Domes Increase height, reslope and connect new pan to weeps 

     Four domes Add new back pan and weeps to exterior 32 1,250.00$         40,000$                    per unit 8/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Painting - High Performance 2800 12.00$                33,600$                    square foot Steel members

Lantern (Exterior)

     Four domes Copper Repairs - Punctures 16 150.00$             2,400$                       per unit 4/Dome @ 4 Domes Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Painting - High Performance 3200 12.00$                38,400$                    square foot

Lantern (Interior)

     Four domes Replace cracked steel baseplates 8 750.00$             6,000$                       per unit 2/Dome @ 4 Domes Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Lantern Interior Lighting 8 1,500.00$         12,000$                    per unit  

Lantern Base (Exterior)

     Four domes Copper Repairs- Nail Hole 48 500.00$             24,000$                    per unit Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Copper Repairs- Tear in Copper 8 2,500.00$         20,000$                    per unit Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Paint Shroud (HPC) 1224 12.00$                14,688$                    square foot

     Four domes Crane access for sheet metal repair 20 6,000.00$         120,000$                 per day

Lantern Base (Interior)

     Southwest Dome Stabilize SW Compression Ring 1 30,000$             30,000$                    lump sum

     Three domes Clean Colum interior 24 1,000$                24,000$                    per unit 8/Dome @ 3 Domes The SW is tube steel

     Four domes Painting - Steel columns, purlins, louvers, backside of copper (all) 1600 24.00$                38,400$                    square foot

     Four domes Lantern Floor with new thermal separator 4 15,000$             60,000$                    per unit 1/Dome @ 4 Domes Fiberglass floor with thermal barrier

     Four domes Lantern Hatch 4 3,500$                14,000$                    per unit 1/Dome @ 4 Domes  

     Four domes Clean Interior 4 1,250$                5,000$                       per unit

     Four domes Copper Repairs at dome base where fastener holes remain 8 750.00$             6,000$                       per unit Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Sheet metal pan and drain 4 30,000$             120,000$                 per unit
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Dome Base (Exterior)

     Four domes Copper Repairs - Pediment Roof 4 1,500$                6,000$                       per unit 1/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Stone - Pediment water issue 8 10,000$             80,000$                    Allowance 2/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Copper Repairs - Diverter @ Pediment Roof 4 2,500$                10,000$                    per unit 1/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Copper Repairs - upper dome gutter 4 4,500$                18,000$                    per unit 1/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Copper Cap at Urns 16 5,000$                80,000$                    per unit 1/Dome @ 4 Domes Assumes install while Urn in Place

     Four domes Replace Damaged Gutter Baskets 16 250.00$             4,000$                       per unit 4/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Sealant - Pediment Roof 4 1,250$                5,000$                       per unit 1/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Stone Resurfacing at urn plinths and below gutters 1200 10.00$                12,000$                    square foot 4/Dome @ 4 Domes 30% @ Urn Plinths, 40% @ area below gutters

     Northwest Dome Stone resurfacing and patching compound @ scroll - 8 SF 3 30.00$                90$                              square foot

     Northwest Dome Stone New Limestone at cracked urn base (8'X8'X4") 1 15,000$             15,000$                    per unit Urn will to be removed and reinstalled

     Northwest Dome Crane access to lift stone urn, bases 5 6,000$                30,000$                    per day

     Four domes Stone Repointing 1920 6.00$                   11,520$                    linear foot 4/Dome @ 4 Domes Assume 30%

     Four domes Scaffolding erect and dismantle 584 335.00$             195,640$                 CCF

     Four domes Scaffolding rental per month 6 21,316$             127,896$                 per month

DDoollllaarrss  ttoo  tthhiirrdd  QQuuaarrtteerr  ooff  22002200  aabboovvee  tthhiiss  lliinnee  ffoorr  SSmmaallll  DDoommeess

SSuubbttoottaall 6,105,482$             

General Contractor overhead 15% 915,822$                 

SSuubbttoottaall 7,021,305$             

Contingency 15% 1,053,196$             

SSuubbttoottaall 88,,007744,,550000$$                    

  

AArreeaa IItteemm QQuuaannttiittyy CCoosstt  PPeerr TToottaall UUnniittss DDeessccrriippttiioonn CCoommmmeennttss

Finial

     Four domes Cast Bronze Repairs/Replacement 4 3,500.00$         14,000$                    per unit 1/Dome @ 4 Domes Refinish Deteriorated Cast Plate at Finial Base

     Four domes Crane access for Cast Bronze Repairs/Replacement 8 6,000.00$         48,000$                    per day

     Southwest Dome Cast Bronze Repairs/Replacement 1 10,000$             10,000$                    per unit SW Dome- Replace damaged disc from lightning strike

     Southwest Dome Crane access for painting and gilding 12 6,000.00$         72,000$                    per day

     Four domes Gilding - Finial globe 400 31.25$                12,500$                    square foot 100 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Copper Repairs - Punctures/Fastener locations 16 500.00$             8,000$                       per unit 4/Dome @ 4 Domes Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Painting - Finial base and acreterion (HPC) 600 12.00$                7,200$                       square foot 150 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Gilding - Finial Vane 400 31.25$                12,500$                    square foot 100 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

Lantern Dome (Exterior)

     Four domes Copper Repairs 16 500.00$             8,000$                       per unit 4/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Gilding - Dome 720 31.25$                22,500$                    square foot 180 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Painting - Lantern Roof and acreterion (HPC) 1200 12.00$                14,400$                    square foot 300 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Crane access for painting and gilding 20 6,000.00$         120,000$                 per day

Lantern Dome (Interior)

     Four domes Remove Surface Rust from ribs and purlins 2400 2.50$                   6,000$                       square foot Access provided by interior scaffolding

     Four domes Copper Repairs - Seal exterior from interior at (8) column locations 32 150.00$             4,800$                       per unit 8/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Painting - High Performance 1200 24.00$                28,800$                    per unit 300 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Repair and modify back pan 32 250.00$             8,000$                       per unit 8/Dome @ 4 Domes Increase height, reslope and connect new pan to weeps 

     Four domes Add new back pan and weeps to exterior 32 1,250.00$         40,000$                    per unit 8/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Painting - High Performance 2800 12.00$                33,600$                    square foot Steel members

Lantern (Exterior)

     Four domes Copper Repairs - Punctures 16 150.00$             2,400$                       per unit 4/Dome @ 4 Domes Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Painting - High Performance 3200 12.00$                38,400$                    square foot

Lantern (Interior)

     Four domes Replace cracked steel baseplates 8 750.00$             6,000$                       per unit 2/Dome @ 4 Domes Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Lantern Interior Lighting 8 1,500.00$         12,000$                    per unit  

Lantern Base (Exterior)

     Four domes Copper Repairs- Nail Hole 48 500.00$             24,000$                    per unit Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Copper Repairs- Tear in Copper 8 2,500.00$         20,000$                    per unit Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Paint Shroud (HPC) 1224 12.00$                14,688$                    square foot

     Four domes Crane access for sheet metal repair 20 6,000.00$         120,000$                 per day

Lantern Base (Interior)

     Southwest Dome Stabilize SW Compression Ring 1 30,000$             30,000$                    lump sum

     Three domes Clean Colum interior 24 1,000$                24,000$                    per unit 8/Dome @ 3 Domes The SW is tube steel

     Four domes Painting - Steel columns, purlins, louvers, backside of copper (all) 1600 24.00$                38,400$                    square foot

     Four domes Lantern Floor with new thermal separator 4 15,000$             60,000$                    per unit 1/Dome @ 4 Domes Fiberglass floor with thermal barrier

     Four domes Lantern Hatch 4 3,500$                14,000$                    per unit 1/Dome @ 4 Domes  

     Four domes Clean Interior 4 1,250$                5,000$                       per unit

     Four domes Copper Repairs at dome base where fastener holes remain 8 750.00$             6,000$                       per unit Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Sheet metal pan and drain 4 30,000$             120,000$                 per unit
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MMiisscceellllaanneeoouuss  RReeppaaiirrss

Below Stylobate Roof

     Lower flatlock Copper Repairs - below the Stylobate expansion joint 4 5,000$                20,000$                    per unit

     Between roof and stylobateStone Resurfacing 390 15.00$                5,850$                       square foot 125sf per E/W, 50sf per N/S, 10sf per Wing(x4 wings)

     Between roof and stylobateAccess for repointing and resurfacing 4 20,000$             80,000$                    square foot

     Between roof and stylobateStone Repointing 1600 6.00$                   9,600$                       linear foot Assume 100% - in poor condition

     Between roof and stylobateStone patching Compound at limestone sill 6 180.00$             1,080$                       square foot  

     Window Paint windows 4 3,000.00$         12,000$                    per window

     Louver Paint vents (HPC) 40 40.00$                1,600$                       per unit 20 SF per louver

Paint Recess Windows

     Windows Paint windows 4 50,000$             200,000$                 per recess

Skylights

     Roof Replace the east skylight 329 225.00$             74,025$                    square foot from Phase 1 - 1983 Skylight units had water frozen in frame damaging system

     Roof Replace the south skylight 236 225.00$             53,100$                    square foot from Phase 5 - 1987 Skylight units had water frozen in frame damaging system

Gutters

     Gutter Remove and reslope gutter 1520 75.00$                114,000$                 linear foot

     Gutter New copper gutter liner 1520 150.00$             228,000$                 linear foot

     Gutter Scaffolding erect and dismantle 1367 335.00$             458,012$                 CCF Half of the building with scaffolding at a time

     Gutter Scaffolding rental per month 6 67,250$             403,500$                 per month

Lightning Protection

     Lightning Reattached air terminals 12 50.00$                600$                           per unit

     Lightning Replace damaged clips and reattach cable 159 150.00$             23,850$                    per unit

Downspout Stone

    Limestone Limestone replacement 3 30,000$             90,000$                    per unit

    Limestone Open downspout 1 5,000$                5,000$                       per unit

    Limestone Crane access for stone removal and replacement 15 6,000$                90,000$                    per day

Heat Trace 18 7,400$                133,200$                 linear foot 18 cables if not completed

    Heat trace Cables not replaced by this project 48 7,400$                355,200$                 linear foot Assumed 18 cables are completed outside this project

DDoollllaarrss  ttoo  tthhiirrdd  QQuuaarrtteerr  ooff  22002200  aabboovvee  tthhiiss  lliinnee  ffoorr  MMiisscceellllaanneeoouuss  RReeppaaiirrss

SSuubbttoottaall 2,358,617$             

General Contractor overhead 15% 353,793$                 

SSuubbttoottaall 2,712,410$             

Contingency 15% 406,861$                 

SSuubbttoottaall 33,,111199,,227711$$                    

SSmmaallll  DDoommeess  aanndd  RRooooff  RReeppaaiirrss TToottaall 1111,,119933,,777711$$                

$1,168,408 Design Fee

$22,000 Design Reimbursables

1122,,338844,,118800$$                Project Cost

AArreeaa IItteemm QQuuaannttiittyy CCoosstt  PPeerr TToottaall UUnniittss DDeessccrriippttiioonn CCoommmmeennttss

Finial

     Four domes Cast Bronze Repairs/Replacement 4 3,500.00$         14,000$                    per unit 1/Dome @ 4 Domes Refinish Deteriorated Cast Plate at Finial Base

     Four domes Crane access for Cast Bronze Repairs/Replacement 8 6,000.00$         48,000$                    per day

     Southwest Dome Cast Bronze Repairs/Replacement 1 10,000$             10,000$                    per unit SW Dome- Replace damaged disc from lightning strike

     Southwest Dome Crane access for painting and gilding 12 6,000.00$         72,000$                    per day

     Four domes Gilding - Finial globe 400 31.25$                12,500$                    square foot 100 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Copper Repairs - Punctures/Fastener locations 16 500.00$             8,000$                       per unit 4/Dome @ 4 Domes Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Painting - Finial base and acreterion (HPC) 600 12.00$                7,200$                       square foot 150 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Gilding - Finial Vane 400 31.25$                12,500$                    square foot 100 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

Lantern Dome (Exterior)

     Four domes Copper Repairs 16 500.00$             8,000$                       per unit 4/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Gilding - Dome 720 31.25$                22,500$                    square foot 180 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Painting - Lantern Roof and acreterion (HPC) 1200 12.00$                14,400$                    square foot 300 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Crane access for painting and gilding 20 6,000.00$         120,000$                 per day

Lantern Dome (Interior)

     Four domes Remove Surface Rust from ribs and purlins 2400 2.50$                   6,000$                       square foot Access provided by interior scaffolding

     Four domes Copper Repairs - Seal exterior from interior at (8) column locations 32 150.00$             4,800$                       per unit 8/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Painting - High Performance 1200 24.00$                28,800$                    per unit 300 Sqft/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Repair and modify back pan 32 250.00$             8,000$                       per unit 8/Dome @ 4 Domes Increase height, reslope and connect new pan to weeps 

     Four domes Add new back pan and weeps to exterior 32 1,250.00$         40,000$                    per unit 8/Dome @ 4 Domes

     Four domes Painting - High Performance 2800 12.00$                33,600$                    square foot Steel members

Lantern (Exterior)

     Four domes Copper Repairs - Punctures 16 150.00$             2,400$                       per unit 4/Dome @ 4 Domes Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Painting - High Performance 3200 12.00$                38,400$                    square foot

Lantern (Interior)

     Four domes Replace cracked steel baseplates 8 750.00$             6,000$                       per unit 2/Dome @ 4 Domes Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Lantern Interior Lighting 8 1,500.00$         12,000$                    per unit  

Lantern Base (Exterior)

     Four domes Copper Repairs- Nail Hole 48 500.00$             24,000$                    per unit Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Copper Repairs- Tear in Copper 8 2,500.00$         20,000$                    per unit Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Paint Shroud (HPC) 1224 12.00$                14,688$                    square foot

     Four domes Crane access for sheet metal repair 20 6,000.00$         120,000$                 per day

Lantern Base (Interior)

     Southwest Dome Stabilize SW Compression Ring 1 30,000$             30,000$                    lump sum

     Three domes Clean Colum interior 24 1,000$                24,000$                    per unit 8/Dome @ 3 Domes The SW is tube steel

     Four domes Painting - Steel columns, purlins, louvers, backside of copper (all) 1600 24.00$                38,400$                    square foot

     Four domes Lantern Floor with new thermal separator 4 15,000$             60,000$                    per unit 1/Dome @ 4 Domes Fiberglass floor with thermal barrier

     Four domes Lantern Hatch 4 3,500$                14,000$                    per unit 1/Dome @ 4 Domes  

     Four domes Clean Interior 4 1,250$                5,000$                       per unit

     Four domes Copper Repairs at dome base where fastener holes remain 8 750.00$             6,000$                       per unit Quantity assumed based on west survey

     Four domes Sheet metal pan and drain 4 30,000$             120,000$                 per unit
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Construction Schedule
The construction schedule assumes appropriations for this work will be approved for fiscal year 2021. The proposed project spans approximately 1.5 years, with work on two domes per 

construction season because exterior work is weather dependent with painting, soldering, and masonry repairs must be completed within specific temperature ranges, typically not below 40 

degrees. Interior repair work can extend into the colder months as needed, with access to the site through a removed window. Miscellaneous projects are paired with other work. For example, 

scaffolding needed for the dome repair work and gutters is used for window restoration below in the building recesses. Exterior scaffolding is also used to move and crane materials from the 

building exterior to work inside each dome. Work at the roof, skylights, and stylobate levels will be completed as part of the second season work in the summer 2021. 
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Contractor startup and shop drawings
Bid

Exterior scaffolding for two small domes, gutters and windows
P u n c h -

Exterior scaffolding removal
Interior attic work

Project Informational meetings with Legislative
+ Fiscal Year 2021

Iowa Legislative Session 2021 (110 days)

Exterior scaffolding for two small domes, gutters and windows
Interior attic work

Punch-lists
Exterior scaffolding removal

Skylights
Sheet metal repair
Stone repair

Site repair
Project closeout

+ Fiscal Year 2022

+ January 13, 2020 - first day of session

+ March 20, 2020 - Appropriations Bills are eligible for consideration (Joint Rule 20)

+ April 21, 2020 - 100th day of the session

Project Informational meetings with Legislative

+ April 28, 2021 - 110th day of the session
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